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ANOTHER YEAR FLIES BY

New experiences along with staple traditions keep Uni st
ts busv

Life at Uni is vibrant and full of excitement. No matter what time of the year, there is
always some event for students to look forward to, whether it be a UFU lock-in or another
school dance. Even during the regular school day there are events to look forward to such
as the many bake sales and food sales held by various U ni
clubs. Highlights of this year were school-wide gatherings,
copious club events, music and theater productions, and
assemblies galore.
Dances served as an outlet for the stressful schedules and
lifestyles ofUni. The Howdy Hop kicked off the year, being
the only free dance, held this year in the first floor hallway.
Other dances included the Halloween dance, Winter Formal,
Valentine's Day dance, and Spring Fling. The Halloween and
· '
£
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·, AJOKEAMONGFRIENDS: Juniors LangsValentme s Day dance~ eature pe ormances by Urn s ton Allston-Yeagle and Jack Snyder
dance crew Tempe Fug1.
chuckle over a YouTube video in the
To mix things up, Student Council hosted an all-school lounge. Wireless access to the internet
ice skating party at the U of I's ice arena. The party was was used much more in 2008-09.
considered a success, as more than 100 students, faculty, and parents members took
advantage of the reduced price, and skated around the rink excitedly. Student Council
also hosted a movie night in the middle of March, showing the movie "Ratatouille" and
providing the school with many varieties of candy and juice boxes.
The Subbie Buddies also offered a chance to unwind, although only exclusively for
subbies. On October 24th, they hosted a Halloween party for subbies, including exciting
games, a haunted house, movies, and food. The party served as a way for the new students
to bond with their class and to show off their creative costumes. This inaugural event is
likely to become a tradition for years to come.
Uni was caught up in "election fever" that was affecting the nation, especially with one
of the candidates being from Illinois. Starting off the year, sophomore Will Fernandez
had the opportunity to attend the Democratic National Convention and reported back with
daily recaps of the day. With the election day closing in, the mostly liberal student body
of Uni showed their support for their respective candidates with t-shirts, stickers, buttons,
and friendly debates through the halls. In the end, as state senator Barack Obama became
President Obama, the inauguration was watched by many. The school set up viewing
stations throughout the school, so teachers and students alike could gather to watch the
illinois resident be sworn in.

"I eruo ed Seminar this vear, and
4

miss Mr. suuon next vear." ·MaddV le ·n

SCUlPTING A lEADER: Seniors Annie Machesky and
Lizzy Warner and junior Neil
Pearson work on making their
balloon tube during the Leadershape Workshop.

SPIRITED SUBBIES: The
subbie class goes crazy to
support their classmates representing them in the Spirit
Week assembly.

FRISBEE FUN: Sophomore
Jay Kesan jumps for the
frisbee during a beautiful
spring day. Students took
advantage of nice weather
to eat outside as much as
possible.

with Jimmie Briggs. Mr. Briggs discussed his career as a
journalist during a school assembly along with speaking
separately to many classes.

"I red bing aso homore this var, cause 1had more freedom ch osing classes."· Erick Dietz
5

Uni also hosted many different opportunities for charitable contributions. In early
October, boxes for the annual Eastern Illinois Food Bank were placed around the
school, collecting non-perishable foods. The boxes slowly filled, but what overloaded the boxes was S4BW's second annual Halloween Hunger Drive. Students
sent out fliers beforehand to homes, and then went around on Halloween to collect
the contributions. In December, sophomore Emma Coverdill headed a shoe drive for
Guatemalan children, which turned out to be an overwhelming success. Coverdill
managed to collect nearly five hundred pairs of shoes.
All of these events were made possible by the highly active leadership of Uni.
Interim Director Dr. Steve Epperson along with Student Council executive president
Isaac Chambers were excellent leaders, who not only had great, realistic ideas but
were able to communicate with students and solidly execute them. Efforts included
work to raise school spirit, such as the Uni High school spirit shirts and a raffle for
athletic event attendees. Also occurring this year was drastic physical improvements
to the school itself, including a new proximity card system and construction plans
for the future.
New rules from the school administration and from IHSA changed how students
were supposed to behave. SFAC distributed a proposal to the administration requesting a change in the cell phone policy in the handbook. Students were allowed to
have silenced devices in class and any electronic device on in the lounge. The new
policy will be reviewed at the end of the year, and then changes will be made based
on how well the administration believed the probationary period went. SFAC has
also been working on a new alcohol and drug policy for students.
IHSA also decided to changes rules based on recent events. IHSA unanimously
approved that starting this school year, they would start randomly testing for performance-enhancing drugs and steroids for postseason competition in athletes. This
policy changed after many incidents in the public light and surveys conducted on
students.
Throughout the year, Uni students found ways to keep busy and to distract themselves from the extreme workload, and their busy schedules. In the end, Uni had a
busy year that was full of memorable events, experiences, and changes.

IV JUBilATION: The girls JV team poses at the girls basketball Senior Night game. The JV team consistently supported the varsity at games throughout the season.
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HISTORICAL

DAY:

A

crowd begins to gather to
watch Barack Obama's
Presidential Inauguration.
Students watched in the
second floor . hallway, library and on web feeds in
computer labs.

SELF REFLECTION: Junior Terry Qi works on his self portrait during art class. This
was one of many creative projects assigned to the class.

~·~

UNFAIR RACE: Freshmen Johnny
Shapley and Conrad Schloer race
with their respective injuries during
lunch.

,bill

pople donl pic on us as much"· Ash ev Tapping

ABOVE &BEYOND

This year was no exception as Uni
students exceeded expectations
Uni is known to have a vigorous academic curriculum. It's rare

to walk down the hallway without meeting someone who says they
did not get enough sleep because they spent all night doing homework or studying for a test. Yet as hard as the regular workload may
be, every year, several Uni students win a variety of contests and
awards honoring their achievements. This year was no exception
with students winning in everything from math to essay contests.
In math, the subbie math team, consisting of Edo Roth, Chelsea
Edwards , Henry Carlton, Max Sigalov, and Yulun Wu as an alternate competitor, won the regional MathCounts competition. The
team went on to place fourth in state, with Roth placing in the top
ten. Also, six Uni students who took the AMC-12 and one subbie
who took the AMC-10 qualified to advance to the AIME. Senior
Jason He earned the highest Uni score on the national exam.
In science, senior Richard Wang was named regional finalist in
Siemens Competition and also a quarter finalist with a chance to
join the US Physics team in the International Physics Olympiad.
Meanwhile, three Uni teams won honorable mention in Regionals
for the ExploraVision competition while one team went as far as to
win their region.
In English, eight freshmen 's essays were published in the illinois History magazine. The theme of their essays was to write about
historical women in illinois. The eight students are now contenders
for the illinois Historian title.
From the senior class, twenty were named National Merit Finalists, making them eligible for several college scholarships. Nearly
a quarter of the class was named National Merit Commended Students while James Smith and Malcolm Taylor were honored as Outstanding Participants in the National Achievement Scholarship Program. Two thirds of the senior class was also named illinois State
Scholars.
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POORY'S NEW MAN: Senior Kareem Sayegh practices reciting selected poems for
Poetry Out Loud competition in which he received first place at the state competition
qualifying for Nationals that was held at Washington D.C.

Not only was senior Isaac Chambers one of the members of the winning
team at the regional level for Explora Vision, but he was also selected
to be one of two delegates from Illinois for the United States Senate
Youth Program (USSYP) and was awarded a $5,000 college scholarship.
Chambers was involved in Uni's student council since his sophomore
year and had shown qualities of a future leader. The event was funded by
the Hearst Foundations and Chambers experienced an exciting week of
various activities including watching the government in action. Chambers had the opportunity to speak to senators, cabinet members, and even
got to meet President Obama. One of the main aspect of the week-long
event was also meeting and interacting with other student leaders from
around the country. The USSYP's selection process required an application and interview. During an interview with local news channel WCIA,
Chambers mentioned how the experience was far beyond anything he
had hoped for and was truly life-changing.

lmNTORS IN THE MDlNG: Advisor Mr. David
Stone, Isaac Chambers,
Danny Ge, Daniel Cheng,
Tej Chajed pose with a
Toshiba representative after advancing past the first
round in the Exploravision
competition. The team's
project on using synthesized cholesterol to fight
heart disease made it
past the multi-state regional competition.

BIG THINKER : Richard
Wang was a regional
finalist for the Siemens
Competition and also
was named a quarter
finalist for the US Physics team.

TOP NOTCH: Sponsored by Mr. Jim Carrubba, fifteen seniors show off the
trophy they won at the Worldwide Youth in Science and Engineering (WYSE)
Sectionals competition. The students competed in 7 different areas (Math,
Physics, Chemistry, English, Engineering Graphics, Computer Science,
English, and Biology). Later in March, the team also captured the state title.

Freshman Kathy Qiu had one amazing year as she exceeded in chess , the
arts, and English in just a short time-span. She played on board four for
the state champion chess team and individually placed 37th at state on her
board. Along with that, Qiu placed first at the Gail and Harry Adams Young
Artists Competition sponsored by the Danville Symphony Orchestra with
her performance of Prokofiev's Piano Concerto No. 3 at the piano. This was
only Qiu 's first time to enter the competition. She also placed first in Illinois
State Music Teachers Association piano competition in November. On top
of those two musical accomplishments, her essay was selected as one of
the top fifteen in the annual Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Essay Contest. Qiu
was honored at the Krannert Center for the Performing Arts alongside her
English teacher, Ms. Adele Suslick. Qiu spoke about the themes and issues
represented in her essay, including her main topic of homelessness. In addition , she makes time to play basketball, and earned honorable mention in
the Exploravision science competition.
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'1he tree time was the best." · ndre lumena

MEOING AND GREOING

With a new sclwol and new classmates~ the
Subbie etreat was a good start to the year
As the subbies flocked to
Crystal Lake Park on the morning
of August 29th , they all had heard
about what to expect at their subbie
retreat , but none of them actually
knew what they were in for. The
subbies and the subbie buddies
were able to skip school for a full
day , the second straight year that
the retreat had been elongated to a
full day.
During the morning session ,
the students were split into small
groups, where they socialized and
played games such as Untangle .

II Y P: Alex Mestre gives Edo Roth
a friendly piggyback ride during
the Olympics.

FREE TIME FUN: A group of subbies
eagerly awaits to begin building candy
houses. During their free time subbies
made candy houses, played games, ate
_lu_nc_h_,_an_d_s_ig_n_ed_t_-s_h_irt_s._ _ __

Then their competitive spirits were lit as they began the traditional
Subbie Olympics, which was particularly emphasized as the theme of
the retreat this year in honor of the recent Beijing Summer Olympics.
In their teams , they competed against each other in a variety of activities , including a three-legged race , a game of Name that Tune , and
sheet volleyball. Each event was scored, determining the winner of
the Olympics to be the TaeKwonDo team. After the competitions,
the group enjoyed two hours of eating lunch and having some free
time . Karena Mitchell said, " It was a hot day , but a fun way to get to
know my new classmates."
The subbie class was later split up into two groups and competed
against each other in a game of Gold Rush . The groups had to run
around Crystal Lake Park to find painted rocks and get it back to
home base without being tagged by a subbie buddy. After the Gold
Rush , the subbies had the opportunity to have a sugar rush and put
their energy into making a candy house. Each small group got a pile
of upplies to do whatever they wanted to; some people created small
houses , while others teamed up to create a mansion.
The day ended with the traditional tug-o-war, including a tournament between subbie groups , a battle of girls versus boys , and the
climactic finale of subbie buddies against subbies. Overall, the subbies
seemed to bond together and get to know each other a little better.

Bu dies did anice iob."- Jo Bien Mach

TUM WOBI: Wyatt Bensken and David
Gong work together during the threelegged race in the Olympics.

FUtURE UCHmCTS: Andrew Ferguson and Megan
McBride marvel over their candy house creation.

nNINTHESIN: Katie Cox enjoys some
time by the dock with some fellow
subbies.

COME TOGOHER

The Culture Fair brought the
Uni community closer
The Uni High Culture Fair this
year took place on a beautiful endof-summer day that reflected the
sunny dispositions of everyone
participating. Colorful balloons
waved in the air as students milled
about, sampling the multitude of
dishes and enjoying the weather of
a beautiful day. Some chose to get
Mehndi done , dance to live music ,
or learn about the many cultures TEMPOURY TAfiOO: Isabel Vazquez
represented at Uni. Booths that displays her Mehndi design that she
students , staff and parents helped received from artist Zainab Susi.
to set up were both informative and entertaining in their content,
telling about the way that different cultures operated and expressed
themselves.
Due to the beautiful weather, the booths were set up outside this
year, which allowed for a very informal atmosphere for the various
entertainment that was lined up. Uni 's Jazz Band , as well as Krukid ,
a rapper from Uganda that currently lives in Champaign , and master
drummer Mousa Bolakande performed music in the street. A dance
performance by the Alpha Phi Alpha Step Team was showcased later,
which was preceded by Shaolin Gongfu master Dernitri Daniels '
demonstration of his martial art. All of these showcases attracted
crowds that spilled into the streets .
Now a tradition , the Culture Fair featured many familiar cultures,
as well as some new additions. Just a few of the booths this year
included: Girly Culture, African American , French , Jewish , Japanese ,
a Cultural Confusion booth, and American Deaf Culture and Sign
Language. Most of the booths offered food for the students to eat
while learning about the various cultures , filling students' minds with
new information and mouths with new flavors.
All in all , the Culture Fair was a huge success that everyone
participating in enjoyed thoroughly.

'1ou couldn1 have asked for abener dav of weather and enrichmem." · Miles Ross
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FAIR DIY FOR I FAIR: Students
crowd into the street and
the lawn between Uni Gym
and the school to take part
in the festivities offered at
this year's Culture Fair.

MEET THE MISTER:
Demitri Daniels flies
through the air as he
demonstrates a kick
from the martial art
Shaolin Gongfu.

and Joey Smith show off their abs and free
flag tattoos.

'1he Culblral Fair is arefreshing break trom the humdrum ol second quaner." ·Diana uu
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"One dav llound aPo eball in mcloset so 1dec·ded to b Ash Ketchum."· Ch ·sa aHarden

PALIN PARTY : Charlotte
Popetz, Lisa Boyce, and
Zach Koroi-Gold make a
stunning trio of Sarah
Palins.

HE OR SHEil: Jason
He looks very festive dressed as a
senorita.

FEEliNG BLUE: Aaron Wilson and Ella Lubienski spent
a while in front of a mirror putting on their costume as
they formed the famous Blue Man Group.
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eKimberlY IPin RanuerJ, because he was the heroine of mv volllh "· Eddie Diazmunoz

HAllOWEEN HOOPlAH

A colorful~ costumed celebration made
for a comical day
Uni is often home to strange and creative fashions , but on Halloween, people come
dressed to impress in their best costumes. This year was no exception as students entered the school surrounded by unknown characters, inanimate objects, and people. In
addition to the staple costumes of pirates, witches, and ninjas , there were many new and
creative costumes which were popular this year.
Three students chose Alaska Governor and Vice
President candidate Sarah Palin as their costume.
Other costumes included the pink Power Ranger,
John the dragon, "your mom," and the Student
Services Office coordinated as the band KISS.
Students and teachers alike wandered over to
Uni Gym during lunch for the annual costume
_..._. ...... contest. After all of the costumes were intraBRINGING KIDS JOY: Pillsbury Dough duced by Student Council representative Natsuki
Girt, Bissy Michaels, and clown, Caroline Nakamura the judges narrowed the contestants
Beshers, spread the Halloween cheer.

'

- - - - - - - - - - - d o w n to the final five. The final round,judged by
measuring crowd response, determined John D'Angelo as a dragon, was the 2008
Halloween Costume Contest winner.
The spirit of Halloween was everywhere throughout the school, as people fought for
the candy thrown freely and tried to recognize who was who in the hallway. Students
and teachers attended classes in full costume, the best costumes being the carefully
homemade ones that can only be worn one day of the year.

THE MEN BEHIND
THE MASK: Rodney
LeNoir as the Phantom of the Opera
stands besides Nish
Nookala as Hugman.
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CHANGE HAS COME

This year brought along with it all
sorts of new changes to Uni
In a year where change is a theme for the nation, change could be seen all
around the school. Uni High has been known for its old architecture, peeling
paint, and less-than-optimal facilities . However, several changes were made
over the past year to help upgrade the school and life at Uni.
Over the summer, new floor tiles were installed in the main office and
on the second and third floors, blinding students with their clean blue and
white glisten. The hallway walls and lockers were all repainted throughout
the school, and new sets of very large lockers were added to the second floor.
Several rooms had some remodeling as well , including the biology room getting new tables.
A major change to the school and the way Uni has functioned historically
was a new prox card system. The system was installed to reduce the number
of random people entering the building who may be contributing to the increased theft rate . The prox card system and associated intercom system to let
visitors in took longer than expected to install. The system was finally up and
running at all three entrances on March 16. Students and staff alike enjoyed
watching the doors for the first week, as people often struggled remembering
their prox card for entry.
Early in the school year, the kitchen was closed off for construction. The
whole south side ofthe kitchen was tom out and replaced by new cabinets and
stove. Microwaves were arranged more conveniently for students and staff
and new lunch tables allowed for more flexibility in the room. Other required
changes included "Occupancy Limit Signs" posted in every room after a visit
from the fire department. Trophy cases were installed around the first floor
hallway . These new cases glorified Uni' s academic and chess trophies .
"The U of I had a grant and we were the last on the totem pole. When the
grant opened up they offered it to us ," says Mrs. Sue Kovacs , "The changes
will help have a better environment for students and teachers."
Along with all of the changes to the building, Uni will be changing directors
next year. After two years as Uni' s interm director, Dr. Steve Epperson will
leave Uni to one of four director candidates who were interviewed in January.
The new director will enter Uni's newly refurbished school and principal's office. The leader's office went through two make-overs as first a new paint job
and wood floor was added , then mid-year a new set of "used office furniture"
was moved in making the office look much more professional.
Uni plans for more changes next year, which will be adopted by the new
principal succeeding Dr. Steve Epperson. Uni hopes to install air conditioning
in the north attic and increase the amount of portable technology. Architects
have come in as well proposing a possible renovation that would involve tearing
down the Hue and Math houses as well as the recently renovated Uni Gym.

ClASSY KITCHEN: One of the most noticeable changes to Uni is the new kitchen. Tricked out with new sinks, new cabinets, and a new stove, the kitchen actually
looks like its sanitary to eat in.
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SHE MDES IT HAPPEN: Ms. Sue Kovacs
and a worker discuss
some of the new improvements going on
around Uni.

SPARKliNG HAlLS:
A view of the second
floor hallway. The
second and third
floors received new
tiles and the lockers
on all three floors
were repainted.

PRIZED POSSESSIONS: Workers spent Spring Break installing new trophy cases
. . - · · 1111 • •

810: The Biology classroom was one of the many rooms

that received a makeover while students were out for summer break.

surrounding the Mac Lab. These cases eventually consolidated the many academic
trophies throughout the first floor hallway, but early on Uni's precious students were
on display.
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All RILED UP

With spirit on the decline, this year's
Spirit Week livened things up
Like last year, the rare occurrence of school closing due to
extreme weather conditions fell
during Spirit Week , reducing the
five days of spiritedly dressing up
to four. However, unlike last year' s
somewhat dismal display of spirit
and fading interest in the schoolwide assembly over the past few
years , students showed enthusiasm
throughout the shortened week of
spirit.
Spirit Week consisted of Super- SWEET MOVES: Will Fernandez
hero Day , Twin Day , Pajama Day , busts his best "T-Rex" imitation while
Crazy Hair Day , and Class Colors representing the sophomore class
Day. Because of the refreshing day during the dance-off challenge.
off from school , Crazy Hair and Class Colors Day were combined on
Friday , filling the halls with impressively homogenous mobs of color
and the suffocating aroma of temporary hair spray. Seniors Kareem
Sayegh and Natsuki Nakamura set up their own "hair coloring" salon
in the second floor north stairwell and sprayed anyone' s hair who was
willing. While the toxic paint fumes loomed in the halls , loud music
also filled the air during passing periods throughout the week.
New to this year , daily contests during lunch rewarded the most
spiritedly dressed with candy. To finish off the week, Student Council
planned the annual Spirit Assembly to be an Olympics-style competition
between teams representing each class. Each team consisted of four
student representatives and two faculty reps . The various competitions included limbo , karaoke , a dance-off, ping pong , and charades .
Lastly came an obstacle course involving latex gloves , leap-frogging ,
calculus books , wheel-harrowing , and bodies contorted to spell UNI.
Other members of the classes sat upstairs and cheered loudly for their
representatives as one criteria of the scoring system.
With the dress-up days , free candy , and loud music throughout the
week , school spirit culminated up to the assembly on Friday , when
Kenney Gym was filled with boisterous cheering.

SUPERHERO DAY

TWIN DAY

lillf' .Ish
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GUESS WHATil: Senior Malcolm Taylor represents the class in the round of
charades. Taylor was joined by Isaac
Chambers, Elaine Gu, Allan Luo,
Coach Doug Mynatt, and Ms. Jenna
Finch on the senior team.

YOUTHFUl RETURN: Subbie Brianna
Hajek gets ready to serve during the
first round of ping pong. Freshman
Johnny Shapley eventually won the
tourney.

SlATS

30 Students and faculty that
represented a class in the assembly.

36

Cans of hair spray that Student Council provided for Crazy
Hair day.

40

Minute periods on Friday
thanks to the Spirit Assembly.

4

Nights during Spirit Week
that Kenney Gym hosted home
games.

PJDAY

CRAZY HAIR DAY

UEven though hdidn't coumror anvthinu, IreallY

CLASS COLORS DAY

repre enanu mv cassr· ·Brillanv Scheid
19

r. Bild's comic c llection was oreuv unique."· Nicho as Cho

CONTINUING
THE TRADITION

Agora Days provided a chance to
explore new fields and rel ,

As usual, the highly-anticipated Agora Days gave students a break from
their hectic schedules to learn unique things and teach interesting classes.
The sign-up process went without a hitch , thanks to the effort put forth by
Uni alum Micah Berman and Mr. John Garvey. This was the first year, however, that certain requirements had to be met to ensure thought-provoking
and fun classes. The administration and faculty discussed that over the past
few years Agora Days had lost its purpose and students were not learning as
much as they had in the past. As a result, there were only a few video game
and movie classes but an increase in the diversity of classes.
Soccer, the Cell Game, Euchre, and Ultimate Ultimate (Frisbee) , are
some examples of the game and sport classes that seemed to be especially
popular this year. But if that genre wasn't appealing, cooking classes were
delicious alternatives, ranging from cake decorating to French cuisine. Some
Uni students also signed up for classes that gave back to Uni and the local
community, such as creating new seat covers for the couches in the library
or going to Bottenfield Elementary School to help tutor students. It was a
win-win situation as all parties involved had an enjoyable experience.
However, it was the broad variety of fun and interesting academic classes
that stood out this year. For example, in the "So You 're a Teenage Parent"
class, students were given the age-old exercise of taking care of flour babies ,
allowing them the parenting experience that Uni doesn 't offer. The week
was filled with funny stories of the bags tearing and in need of duck-tape to
bandage them up. Another hit was the hands-on "Basic Massage Skills" class
taught by Beth Scheid, a parent of two Uni students. The students learned
different techniques and strokes of Western massage that were easy to learn
and remember, making it a class that provided both instruction and time to
de-stress.
While the majority of students explored different things at Uni, a group
of nineteen students joined Habitat for Humanity to help build houses in the
Mississippi Delta, one of the poorest places in the nation. Accompanied by
Mr. Chris Butler, Mr. Bill Sutton, and Mr. Doug Mynatt, they hammered,
painted, and performed any work necessary to help complete the houses.
Though the work was hard, the Uni volunteers did so with positive attitudes
and smiles. Construction was the main reason for the trip, but students also
experienced the local culture through volunteering at an elementary school
and visiting a local blues bar.

2

"Ill pSlrV cass was fun lleamed alilde French and now I'm going to cook at homer·· iriam Ferede

CUlTURE FUN: Herr W challenges students with German games
that tests their knowledge of the
language.

YUMMY REWARD: Erika
Belmont and Lisa Boyce
enjoy their tapas cooking
class, a favorite during
the week.

GIVING BACK: Joseph Song spends time with Bottenfield Elementary
students, teaching them different subjects. Song worked in a kindergarten class teaching physics.
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ROCK STARS: Malcolm Taylor and Albert Anastasio rock out as they
play Guitar Hero, one of the few video games. Due to a restructuring of the type of classes would be accepted, there were less video
game classes offered than in the past years.

MAGNOIC PERSONAliTY: Adam Tiouririne demonstrates the property of magnetism to a
fourth grade student at Bottenfield. Tiouririne volunteered for two hours helping in kindergarten, second, and fourth grade classes.

2009 Agora Classes
(41 Academic- 15 Game- 9 Movie- 31 Other)
1. Ephraim Dawes: A Cool Civil War Story You've Never
Heard About
2. All About Juniors!-College Search/Jr. Questionnaire
3. Bad Science
4. VISION
5. Techniques for Can! Making and Scrap booking
6.0hHeck!
7. NBA Live vs. NBA 2K
8. Boys Soccer
9. How to Survive a Zombie Attack
10. Elementary School Mentoring
ll.lslam 101
12. Latin Certamen I
13. 0-Day: 2 Battles
14. Rocket Science
15. Engineering 101
16.1ntroduction to Cake Decorating
17. Learn to Knit I Knit a Hat
18. Super Smash Brothers Melee
19. Can! Games
20. Magnificently Mahjong
2l.OpenGyrn
22. CCHS Volunteer Project
23. Water Purification System Development
24. Pentominoes And Soma Cubes
25. Culture Clash
26. So You're a Teenage Parent
27. Gender Studies -An Introduction
28. Latin Certamen D/ID
29. Cushie Goodness: Creating & Customizing Library
Cushion Covers
30. DDR Class
31. Euchre Class
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32. Belegarth
33. Soccer
34. Futurama
35. Ahh ... Basic Massage Skills
36. Sneak and Sneak Again
37. Contemporary Political Satire
38. What's Your Style?
39. Cell Game Class
40. Learn to Tap Dance
41. Pokernon Battling: Casual to Competitive
42.lfYou Can Dodge a Wrench You Can Dodge a Ball
43. Cult Ftlms Class
44. The West Wmg
45. Aight of the Conchords
46. Read Mr. Bild's Comic Book Collection
47. The History of Chess
48. Moebius, Knitting and Topology
49. Crayon Through a Hoop?
SO.Introduction to Programming with Scratch
51. NASA's Worst Nightmares
52. Tapas
53. Marching Band
54. Guitar Hero
55. German Games
56. Harry Potter and the Goblet of Ftre
57. Coen Bros Admiration Class
58. Story Tune with Uni Teachers
59. Marienhof
60. Yearbook Staff Deadline Completion
61. Japanese for Beginners
62. Latin Certamen IV
63. An Introduction to Combinatorial Topology and Geometry
64. daed si luaP

65. Pattern Reading for Knitters
66. Japanese Block Printing
67. Defense of the Ancients

68. Ultimate Ultimate (Frisbee)
69. South PaJX
70. Chick Flicks: Pass the Tissues
71. Metal of the Modem World
72. Japan Trip 2009
73. German Trip 2010
74. Wmgs 3D
75.1nventor's Club
76. Latin Italy Trip 2009
n. Peace Corps Experiences
78. 1ntroduction a Ia patisserie francaise/Bilingual French
Pastry Cooking
79. Papier Mache
80.1MPROV!
81 . Magic the Gathering
82. Apples to Apples
83 .lntro. to Stunts and Gymnastics
84. The Punk Movement
85. Rubie's Cube Class
86. Education in the Prison System
87. German for Beginners
88. Bones
89. Introduction to Psychology
90. Ballet
91. Hip-Hop
92. Blitz. Bughouse, and Other Chess Variants
93. Xbox360 Class
94. Ultimate Frisbee
95. Girls' Basketball- Open Gym
96. What You Can Learn from Childhood Television

HABITAT FOR HUIINITY

"Despite the general complaints that the selection of Agora classes this year was poor, I
managed to enjoy Uni's annual
homework-free week. One of
my favorite classes was 'Intro
to Women's Studies,' an academic (taught by Ms. Majerus
and Mr. Rayburn) that covered
the history of feminism, gender
affirmations, body image, and
transgender issues. In 'Chick
Flick' class--another that I enjoyed--we watched P.S. I Love
You. (Both classes suffered from
a dearth of males.) My biggest
disappointment of the week was
that I didn't get in any cooking
classes since I'm only a sophomore."

SPOTLIGHT:

"Since freshmanhood my friends
and I have taught a 3D modelling
class, which has always been great
fun for me. I'll miss it; maybe my
brother will continue it. When not
teaching I learned some things,
myself: The movie, Harold and
Maud, is as neat as the color yellow. Donnie Darko is one of the
stranger pieces of sci-fi I have seen,
which is saying something. The card
game, 'Oh Heck,' teaches a valuable lesson: low expectations are
readily rewarded. And the Mobius
strip is a profound contrivance not
to be trifled with too early in the
morning."
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The Class of 2013's athletes
exhibited promise for the future

For the subfreshman class, athletics serve as a way to meet other

Nealay Kalita, Tarik: Koric, and Patrick Wong. These guards dominated

students and to prove their athletic prowess. Student athletes embrace

opponents both offensively and defensively and showed an ability to

the challenges of competing and learning to play with teammates they

work extremely well together. In the po t, players like Andrew Lumetta,

have just met. This season featured many highlights including Sarah

Andrew Richardson, and Chris Sligar each developed over the eason

Vaughen'sAll-State performance, the boys basketball conference title,

and provided the muscle inside for the team. Highlights of the season

and a girls team that improved greatly over the season.

included winning the first-ever lllini Conference tournament title, the

The subbie cross country teams act not only as an as essment of the

conference regular season title, and winning their first game of IESA

subbie class's interest in sports, but also serves as a preview for future

Regionals. This team will sure produce key contributors to future high

years of high school level cross country and track. This year's team

school squads on theN and varsity levels.

was a great example of how Uni High cross country excels. The boys

This year's girls basketball team , led by coach Morgan Reeder,

had a strong turnout, with five runners joining the team allowing them

struggled early in the preseason due to having few players with expe-

to actually score as a team in each meet. The new lllineks performed

rience. As the team began to improve, dominant center Emma Hoyer

strong as a team in some meets, but none advanced past the IESA

fractured her right elbow in the first game. With Hoyer out for most of

sectional meet. The girls team however had a lone representative in

the season, the lllineks had to work together to replace her presence.

Sarah Vaughen. Vaughen was able to dominate throughout the season

Kaila Simpson became a post presence in her absence, taking over the

on her own, winning numerous races, including an individual victory

rebounding load. Just when the team started to regroup, guard Juliana

at the IESA Sectional. Her season culminated in an 18th place finish

Trach went down with an injury. Despite the injuries and rough games

at State. Vaughen looks to continue her dominance in the high school

throughout the year, Uni entered the IESA Regionals healthy. In the

level.

team's first game they upset number three seed Arthur, before losing

Led by head coach Rick Murphy, this years boys basketball team was
among the best in recent history. Compiling a final record of 15-3 , the
team dominated local competition. The team was led by a guard trio of
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to Holy Cross to conclude their season.
This year proved that the Class of 2013 will be sure to make an
impact in their future years as athletes at the high school level.

t YOUTHFUl EXUBERANCE: Although the subbie girls cross country team was undersized with only one member, it didn't mean that the sole representative, Sarah Vaughen
didn't have success. Vaughen frequently won races throughout the season.
2. QUEENS OF THE COURT: The head coach of the boys team, Mr. Rick Murphy assisted by coaching the team when head coach Morgan Reeder was gone.
3. PERIMOER DOMINANCE: Guard Patrick Wong drives to the basket in a Uni win.
Wong could terrorize opponents from long range or drive them to the basket and score.
4. KEEPING ON COURSE: Henry Carlton was one among five runners who formed this
years solid subbie boys cross country team.
5. TOUGH CROWD: The lllinek defense surrounds an opposing ball handler. The subbias' defensive abilities improved as they learned the game near the end of the season.
(1-r, t-b): Andrew Richardson, Andrew Lumetta, Head Coach Rick Murphy, Tarik Koric, James Boyle,
Patrick Wong, George Ruan, Chris Sligar, Alex Mestre, Evan Ramos, Aaron Wilson, Ryan Kuck. Nealay
Kalita, Henry Carlton, Paul Seeley, David Gong. Kody Carmody, Jefferson Fu.
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THE HITS
DONTSTOP

Setbacks didn't stop them from having
fun and working to improve
This year the N volleyball team underwent some challenges
and endured some defeats . Uni started the year with a roster half
the size oflast season, as nine lllineks signed up. Despite the small
roster, the team benefited as the growth of friendships amongst the
players and personal improvements were evident for everyone.
The team was able to learn more as there was more concentration on improving their individual weaknesses . Freshman Hannah
Johlas commented, "Everyone got a lot better. Only about half of
us were serving overhand at the start of the season , but at the end,
pretty much everyone could."
Under the direction of head N coach Jessica Van Dyke and
assistant coach Nicole Winkler, the team finished the season with
a 5-13 overall record, 4-6 in the ECIC.
Setbacks early on due to the ankle injury to Freshman Jamie
Blue prompted everyone to step up and help the team grow and
stay together. Everyone progressed while still having fun.
Junior Amy Ding said, "Personally, I really enjoyed being on
the team this year. This season was a great season for me. With a
smaller team, everybody was a lot closer and we all worked well
together. As a team, I feel that we all improved a lot, especially in
serving and spiking. This was an amazing team and I was really
happy to be on it."

1:IEEP TRYING: Junior Amy Ding and freshman Jamie Blue attempt to
block a Decatur Lutheran spike.

2:TEAMWORK: A team huddle and hug before the game. Every member of the team got closer throughout the season, creating friendships
while having fun on the court.
3: CONCENTRATION: Sophomore Sheela Gogula prepares to bump the
ball in a warm up. This is Gogula's second year on the team.
4: PASS IT: Blue demonstrates proper form as she goes in for a
dig. Blue was out for most of the season due to an ankle injury she
acquired early on.
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ROOKIE
KICKERS
JV soccer improved to a high-caliber
team through a season of hard work
After losing many of their tested and talented players to the
varsity level, the junior varsity team needed new players to step up
and provide the leadership and scoring required. Thankfully , many
players stepped up to the challenge and the season was an overall
success.
"I think that we were able to bring creativity and finesse to a
lacking N squad," commented Amav Pamidigantam
The Illineks were led by junior Jasper Maniates-Selvin and
sophomore Chris Mathy on offense. The pair carried the scoring
and assist loads for the team. On defense, the team was anchored by
sophomore keeper Ian Slauch. Slauch was an effective wall, only
allowing on average a little over one goal per game. Many others
played significant roles including freshman Dax Earl and juniors
Ben Lee and Pamidigantam.
As a team, the strides to improve were massive. Although the

team had a 3-5-3 record, the team was a force to be reckoned with.
The progress the team was made was evident in the team' s final regular season win against St. Thomas More 5-1 . This thrashing was
thanks to freshman Conrad Schloer' s offensive dominance, scoring
four goals.
"Conrad is the most dynamic player I've ever seen at the N
level," said the awed Pamidigantam.

1: FIRE ONE: Sophomore Chris Mathy takes a free kick against Monticello.
Mathy played both JV and varsity this year. He was one of the dominant
players for the JV.
2:SHAPING UP: Freshman Johnny Shapley improved as the season
progressed and shows promise for next year.
3:KEEPING IT UP: Sophomore lan Slauch served the team as goalie. His
excellent Goals Allowed Average of 1.09 was key to the team's success.
4:BEN-D IT liKE lEE: Junior Ben Lee traps the ball on defense. His hardcore defense was great addition to the impressive starting team.
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BIG PlANS
FOR THE FUTURE
Beginning with a young team, the Illineks
grew to give coaches hope for future
When twenty boys showed up on the first day of practice, it was
obvious to everyone on the N team that it was going to be tough to
earn playing time. The team consisted of fifteen freshman , three sophomores, and two juniors. Coaches Ben Kramer and Jacob Kalnitz had a
challenge trying to work with all twenty players , yet develop a competitive team for games.
With only two returning players with any game experience, the lllineks began the season focused on basics. After two weeks of practice,
Uni's opening game line-up included three freshmen (Brandon Lin , Joseph Song, and Simeon Washington) , sophomore Seth Bull, and junior
Jack Snyder. Despite their youth, the lllineks battled in their opener
losing in overtime to Bement. The next night Uni rebounded and won
their first game for the season over Shiloh.
Building off the confidence of a competitive start to the season, the
lllineks continued to improve. The coaching staff utilized their bench,
frequently playing ten to fourteen players per game. With some close
games and a big win against PBL, the N team finished with a final
record of7-14, 5-4 in the ECIC.
With so much youth, it was crucial for leadership among the team.
Snyder and Bull stepped up to the task and used their experience to lead
by example. Song was leading scorer for the team this season, while
Lin was a presence on defense and earned the MVP trophy. Despite
the inexperienced squad, Coach Kramer commented, ''Tiris season was
about learning and as the season progressed, each player improved. In
the end, we became a good team."

1. FADE AWAY: Freshman Brandon Lin makes a move in the post. Lin was a
dominant force in the paint the entire season and led the team in rebounds.
2. EASlEY DOES IT: Freshman Joe Easley prepares to finish a fast break lay-up
attempt. In Easley's first year he shows potential to be a valuable asset in the
future.
3. STOP THIS JAY: Sophomore Jay Kesan shoots a jump hook over two df,lfenders.
4. FIRST-YEAR FlOATER: Freshman Joseph Song goes up strong in heavy traffic. In Song's first year of high school basketball he was the leading scorer for the
team and was also a floater on the varsity team.
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LO'SGO

PHYSICI

Aggressive, intense practices made young
Illineks a physical presence in games
Since Head N Coach Jeff Blue took over the N team last year,
his goal has been to tum around the N program and get the girls into a
team that will be taken seriously. Hard practices and strong work ethics
changed the team into a physical and dominant force on the court. The
team' s new attitude was epitomized by their slogan of UN .1.: U nrelenting Nagging Intensity. The girls' hard work allowed for this year' s team
to be one of the best N girls teams in recent memory.
The lllineks had some young talent and experience, which , along
with Coach Blue wise teachings , led to an excellent record and season.
The team was led by floaters junior Rachel Harmon and sophomore
Heather Lin. These two led the team while young talent stepped up as
a supportive cast. Sophomore Emma Coverdill was an excellent point
guard for the lllineks, and her dedication and hard work earned Tough
lllinek for both theN and varsity teams.
The team' s culminating success occurred in its game against Bloomington Cornerstone Christian' s varsity Team. This game came down to
the wire, with sophomore Heather Lin sinking a clutch basket in the
final minute to seal the win .
With Coach Blue' s workouts and guidance, this year' s team as well
as future N teams will serve as a great presence throughout the ECIC
at both theN and varsity levels for Uni High' s girls basketball.

1. BASKR AfiACK: Freshman Sarah Sutter goes hard to the hoop on a fast
break. Sutter was one of the primary ball handlers for the team this year.
Freshman Abigail Radnitzer makes a jumping pass over the
defender. Radnitzer brought a toughness to the court on a daily basis and was
often found on the floor in practice fighting for a loose ball.
3. GIVE ME THAT: Junior Rachel Harmon and sophomore Heather Lin put pressure on the ball. Coach Blue's lllineks focused all season on defensive pressure.
4. COVER THIS: Sophomore Emma Coverdill fades away from the defender on
her jumpshot.

2. GOT HOPSi»:
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1. SENIOR STARS: Seniors Carter Hutchens and Stephen Prochaska
lead the team from the midfield position.
2. OFFENSM FORCE: Junior Eric Fritzsche controls a ball during the Uni
High Soccer Shootout. Fritzsche was the team's second leading goal
scorer with twelve goals.
3. HE'S AKEEPER: Junior Nile Hamer blocks a ball nearing the goalie box.
Hamer started in goal for the lllineks and ranked in the top five in the
area, with 1.65 goals allowed per game.
4. YOUNG BIRD: Freshman Conrad Schloer traps a ball in the Classic.
Schloer proved to be a valuable newcomer in the midfield.
5. BROTHER IN ARMS: Junior Neil Pearson, along with his brother Carl,
were important pieces to the lllinek defense.
6: POWER PlAYER: Junior Eddie Diazmunoz was an excellent forward in
his first season as a full-time varsity player.

SPOTLIGHT:
"I felt both the team and I did
pretty well this season. Many players
stepped up, including Brandon [Lin]
and Conrad [Schloer] as freshman, and
Nile [Hamer] starting his first season
as keeper.
"I had a few really good games
this year, especially against Urbana.
The team did fairly well this year
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throughout the regular season, but we
were disappointed with our loss against
Judah. We felt we could've beaten
them because we trounced them in the
regular season.
"This year's senior class will be
sorely missed on the team, but I think
the team will rise to even greater
heights in the future."

llJineks fell just short of hope of
hing State for second year

After narrowly losing against Teutopolis in the 2007 sectional
final game, the 2008 boys varsity soccer team hoped to bounce

up with twelve goals and six assists for the season, as well as
senior Carl Pearson as a solid defense leader.

back and be the first team from Uni to go to state in soccer.

While the play on the field began to improve, so did their level

Although the team lost many seniors from last year 's solid

of opponents. Uni entered into a rough stretch of games against

group , the expectations ran high with returning stars like junior

tough teams like Danville Schlarman, Champaign Central, and

Dan Lilly and seniors Holden Bucher and Stephen Prochaska.

Urbana. Despite the losses , the team learned from playing the

Also on their side, the ll-ISA changed the number of divisions

quality competition and rebounded to make a run at State, win-

offered this year, meaning the Illineks would be in the smallest

ning their last three games of the regular season .

class (A).
Having won or tied in each of the first eight Shootouts , U ni

When the IHSA regionals began , the Illineks defeated
Oakwood 3-1 in the opener, led by Lilly's two goals . This vic-

confidently opened the season by hosting the annual Uni High

tory advanced Uni to the regional final against cross-town rival

Soccer Shootout. While hopes were high that this streak would

Judah Christian. Judah jumped out to an early two-goal lead

continue, the Illineks dropped the first two games and were

and, despite the Illineks continued second-half attack, held their

eliminated from title contention.

lead over Uni. The 2-1 defeat ended the season and the dream

Coming off their disappointing performance at the Shootout,

of many who had worked so hard all season long.

the Illineks knew they had to improve their record before their

Although the team did not advance past regionals, the season

ll-ISA seeding. Uni did just that winning six of their next eight

was a success. Lilly scored thirty goals for the season, and the

games during which Lilly emerged as one of the area's top of-

team won the ECIC, finishing with a 4-0 record.

fensive players. Supporting him, junior Eric Fritzsche stepped
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Second half dominance placed
Illineks just short of setting a new
season record for wins

The 2008 volleyball team had big shoes to fill with the gradu-

tournament, junior Michelle Wong was named the tournament's

ation of almost their whole varsity starting lineup. With the only

MVP and Skoza officially broke the season and career records for
U ni in kills. Skoza was rewarded for her efforts with a place on the
all-tournament team.

returning starter being senior Rachel Skoza, a new group of players
would have to step up and improve their game immediately.
The new-look lllineks hoped to be strong on both the offensive

Leading up to Regionals , the team had already tied the record

and defensive fronts with the likes of Skoza and junior Rachel

for the most wins in a season. A match-up with St. Thomas More

Harmon in the front row and senior Annie Machesky anchored

in the lliSA regional proved to be too much, losing 17-25 , 5-25

in the back row as the libero. Although a different team than last

and ending their quest for a new school record in wins.

year, the line-up looked solid.

records were set this great season. Skoza finished her season with

question marks entering the season were answered. The lllineks'

a new seasonal record of 249 kills , adding up to new career record

performance in the Eagle Classic was a discouraging start to the

of 473 kills for her three-year career. Joining Skoza in Uni's re-

season, finishing seventh out of eight teams.

cord book, Machesky set a new record in both season and career

However, the girls didn't get disheartened, and instead stepped
up. They played incredibly for their next stretch of games, losing
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Although the lllineks did not beat that record, many other

The team had high expectations to live up to and some of the

digs , with 241 digs for the season , and 567 digs in her four-year
career.

only three of the next twenty games they played. Five of those

Another solid group of seniors will be sorely missed next year,

victories came in sweeping the Buckley Christ Lutheran Tour-

but judging from this year, the girls volleyball team doesn't seem

nament at the beginning of October. In addition to winning the

intent on settling for mediocrity.

1: FORCE FTHE FUTURE: Junior Rachel Harmon emerged as a one of
the team's top front row players. She will be a force to be reckoned with
next year, being the primary front row player.
2: COACHING lEADERSHIP: Coach Amanda Palla, a member of the first
ever Uni volleyball team, has turned the team around in her tenure. The
excellent coaching of the team led the team to school best 20-1 0.
3: IV STAR: Junior Chumin Gao split her time between JV and varsity.
She was voted MVP for JV for the season.
4: DEFENSM STOPPER: Senior Annie Machesky was the defensive
leader this year for the lllineks, playing libero. She set the record for
career and season digs.
5: BACK ROW BEASTS: Junior Tuli Sera and Machesky were both go-to
players on defense.
6: TOP SERVER: Senior Sheri Grill led the team with the highest serving
percentage of the team.
1: FRESHMAN PROMISE: Freshman Jamie Blue joined the varsity team
from the get-go and hopes to fill Skoza's role on the team next year.

"As the season began, things were not
looking so great; we were missing a left-side
hitter, a crucial part of a volleyball team. The
team went into the season with doubts due
to the accomplishments of last year's team.
I was also slightly nervous, filling in the
setter position for last year's senior Ruthie
Welch.
"But once we got into the season we

looked good; we worked well together, understanding each other's skill levels. I looked forward to each game more than the last. We were
racking up our wins and nearing the record for
season wins. We kept up with the hard teams.
"I was 26 assists from the season record. I'm
hoping to improve and get it next year. It was
a fun and memorable season and I'm looking
forward to next year."
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I

Despite a small roster and injuries the girls performed solidly
throughout the season

Entering the year, it was made clear to the girls of the cross
country team that they would not be getting the same turnout

and the Twin City Championship.

that they had enjoyed in previous seasons. With six total runners

On the other hand, Levin, who joined the team as a senior,

on the team, the girls barely had enough runners to complete a

found the dynamic of the small team enjoyable. "Because we

varsity team with five spots, let alone have alternates. Led by

had such a small team, we knew there wasn't as much expecta-

junior Elizabeth Russell and senior Elaine Gu, who ran mainly

tion for us, so that was nice. Having a small team also caused

in the first and second varsity spots respectively, the girls ran

us to bond more strongly than we may have if we had a larger

hard and overcame obstacles.

team."

In addition to Gu and Russell, returning juniors Brittany

Despite the setbacks, the girls not only bonded as a team,

Sheid and Katherine Allen and newcomers freshman Shruti

but managed to have a relatively successfully season as a team,

Vaidya and senior Maddy Levin completed the six-pack of

including two second place finishes and a win at a Uni home

the girls team. With a team barely large enough to qualify for

meet. On an individual level, the girls enjoyed a bit of success

competition, the girls cross country team encountered difficulties

and improvement as well. Russell placed second overall in the

when members started to get injured.

Regional Meet at Kickapoo and 27th overall in the PBL Sec-

Gu was out for the with sickness and Allen was sidelined after
the Cumberland Invitational for the remainder of the season for
a stress fracture in her shin, causing the team to be disqualified
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from several races, including the Chrisman Cowchip Classic

tional. Gu placed seventh at Regionals and ran a seasonal best
to place 25th at Sectionals.

1: RUSSEll POWER: Uni's number one runner this year for the girls,
junior Elizabeth Russell had an impressive season, narrowly missing
qualifying for State.
2: PIECE OF THE PUULE: Junior Brittany Scheid returned for her second
year of cross country to run in the fifth spot this season.
3: COMING UP FAST: In her first year of cross country, senior Maddy
Levin improved her time from the beginning of the season by almost four
minutes and claimed the team's Most Improved Award.
4: TOUGH COOKIE: Midway through the season, this year's Tough 11linek, junior Katherine Allen was out with a foot injury after a good start
to the season and is looking to come back strong next year.

SPOTliGHT:
"We lost a lot of valuable seniors so our

ning. I think our team overall this year had

expectations this season weren't nearly as

a lot more fun. We had lots of team activities

high as last season. Personally, there was

like breakfast after morning runs and pasta

a lot of stress for a trophy last season and I

parties.

think the pressure got to us.
"11lis season, I just wanted to improve

"Even though we didn't make it to State,
we almost all ran seasonal bests at Sectionals

from meet to meet, bond with my team-

and I was pleased to conclude my career with

mates, and enjoy the exhilaration of run-

my third fastest time ever."

RUNNING FOR
Illineks run their way to fourth at
the second best finish in school
Unlike the girls team, corning into the season, the
boys were greeted with a large and boisterous team.
Returning talent to the team included seniors Isaac
Chambers and Malcolm Taylor, as well as junior Nathan
Smith and sophomore Buck Walsh. The team also had
several newcomers , including junior Langston AllstonYeagle and sophomore Albert Anastasio who quickly got
a hold of the three-mile race and ran consistently in the
top six for Uni. The team looked strong and promising,
as they qualified for State for the first time in years.
Early in the season the Illineks were given a scare
when Taylor was sidelined with a respiratory illness for
two meets . Showing their strength, the Illineks stepped
up as Smith ran in the number one spot for the team
and finished third overall at the Kickapoo Kickoff and
winning the Twin City Championship. Taylor quickly
jumped back in and led the team to a first place finish
at Uni's home meet. While the girls were having a hard
time qualifying for competition, the boys had many
qualified runners competing for a spot on the varsity
team, such as returning juniors Andrew Weatherhead
and Jack Snyder and sophomore Ziran Shang, as well
as first-time seniors Andrew Lovedahl and Kareem
Sayegh. With this large and quick team, the boys demolished the competition in their team victories at the
Tuscola and Monticello meets. Once the Illineks entered
the state series, they did not let up winning the sectional
championship out of twenty teams for the second time in
Uni history and qualifying for lliSA State as a team.
The boys proceeded to exceed all expectations
by establishing themselves as arguably the best cross
country team in Uni High history. The team finished
fourth overall, the second best finish in school history
behind the third place finish in 1995. Individually Taylor
finished 17th overall , qualifying for All-State. He was
the first male runner to do so for Uni since 1998. After
spending the past few years hidden in the girls cross
country team's shadow and with the label of a "young
team," the boys grew up and cemented their place in
Uni history.
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SPOTliGHT:
"My first year of cross-country was better than I ever could have imagined. Coming
into the season my goal was simply to make
varsity. I could never have guessed how much
fun I would have with a team that has become
a second family to me.
"If there was a single reason for our
success, it was our intimacy as a team. We

all pushed each other to reach new levels. As
each member of our team broke time barriers
that we previously thought were unattainable,
we bonded more and more as a team.
"If you want to be a part of history,
legacy, and glory,join the team and give running a try. You never know how fast you may
be."

1: SUPER SENIOR: One of only two returning seniors, Isaac Chambers
played a key role in the team's success, holding down the number five
spot.
2: JUSTIFIED: Junior Nathan Smith put in over 400 miles this summer
and returned to hold the number two spot on the team for most of the
season and established himself as one of the areas top runners.
3: JACK ATTACK: Returning junior Jack Snyder was a consistent varsity
runner and ran in the seventh spot at State this season.
4: FRESH FACE: In junior Langston Allston-Yeagle's first year of cross
country he surprised everyone with his ability and was a trend-setter
with his Mohawk hairstyle and stylish sunglasses. Allston-Yeagle filled
in the team's number six spot.
5: BUCK WilD: Sophomore Buck Walsh, a cross country standout his
subfreshman year, did not disappoint. Walsh was usually the fourth runner and was the last piece of the amazing splits the top four runners
had.
6: TURTlE POWER: Sophomore Ziran "Turtle" Shang ran in the seventh
varsity spot for a few races and his dedication shows potential for future
seasons.
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1: UH IN THE FAST WE: Erika Belmont, Elizabeth Allen, and Maritza
Mestre, three of the seven juniors on the team this year, swam personal
bests throughout the season.
2: lEADERSHIP: The three seniors and captains on the team this year
(Deborah Ladd, Lor Sligar, and Natsuki Nakamura) were recognized
at their Senior Night at Urbana's pool after four years together on the
team.
3: DEMOliSHING THE COMPOITION: Junior Lisa Boyce receives her
first place medal for her outstanding swim of the 100 backstroke at Sectiona Is. Boyce set many pool records throughout the season.
4: F ESH FACE: With virtually no past swimming experience, junior lsaure Hostetter joined the team this year, and was voted one of the Most
Improved First Year swimmers.
5: DEEP BREATH: Junior Sian Best swims breaststroke as part of the
200 individual medley she specialized in this season.
6: flYING BY: Freshman Anna Rubakhina trained hard this year, going
into Sectionals in the 100 butterfly.

SPOTLIGHT:
"Uni has been different than Countryside, but really easy to adapt to,
especially since I joined the swim team.
Swimming exposed me to a lot of people
I wouldn't have met otherwise. The
people are mostly friendly--not necessarily cool, though ... Howie is nice, too,
although he's always telling me to pay
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attention.
"I've swum before for the Champaign Heat, but the Uni experience was
really fun. Getting up at 5:30 in the
morning was really, really annoying.
But other than that I had fun. I wasn't
expecting to go to State in the 500, so
I guess that was fun too."

DIVING IN&
After a year of pool hopping and sporadic practice times ,
the Uni High swim team returned to their home pool, Freer
Pool , and regular 5:30AM practices five days a week. Freer
may be small and not have starting blocks, but the consistent
time in the pool proved to be what the girls from last year
needed to cut down times.
This year, the team had their eye on the goal, focusing
primarily on sprinting in practice. Coach Howie Schein returned again with a new approach to workouts that quickly
got both new and returning members into shape. The swim
team , the self-proclaimed Killer Whales , started off strong ,
beating their rival , Chicago U-High , by a large margin. Later
in the season , the team swam competitively in the Twin City
meet , beating Urbana High School. This was the first time
Uni has beat Urbana for as long as Coach Schein has been
with Uni.
The Killer Whales owe their success to the many new

iller Whales ~tarted the
season ready to prove their
strength

swimmers welcomed onto the team. Out of the team of
nineteen swimmers, ten of them were new to the team. These
newcomers ranged from having no experience in competitive swimming, to nationally-recognized swimmers , such
as junior Lisa Boyce. Boyce was joined by Milee Nelson ,
a freshman transfer, at the State competition. Boyce placed
5th overall in the 100 backstroke and 11th overall in the 100
freestyle , while Nelson placed 35th in the 500 freestyle .
These newcomers were supported by a solid returning
team, including juniors Sian Best, Erika Belmont, and
Maritza Mestre who all made significant time drops from
last year. The Killer Whales shook things up this season , attracting attention as pool records were broken, and Uni was
keeping up with much larger schools. With the three senior
captains being the only ones leaving next year, the Uni High
swim team will be a force to be reckoned with next year.
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1. SUPER SUPPORT: The second squad looks on as they support their teammates. Uni's depth gave them an edge over their opponents this season.

2. KillER KESSlER: Senior Alan Kessler rises above the defense to shoot.
Kessler was a dominant presence down low in his final year of Uni basketball.

3. PEARSON POWER: Junior Neil Pearson sinks a three pointer from the
corner. Pearson was a key player off the bench and even started in the
final five games of the season.
4. RISING UP: Senior Malcolm Taylor pulls up for a jump shot. Taylor's speed,
athleticism, and leadership were key to the success of the lllineks.
5. WAN. TWO, THREEI: Senior Charlie Wan prepares to make an inbound
pass. Wan's accurate jump shooting came in handy at crucial moments
in big games.
6: ROllA COSTAS: Junior Costas Cangellaris prepares to attack his defender. Cangellaris' ball handling skills and reliable three-pointer earned
him a starting spot on varsity.

SPOTLIGHT:
"With the departure of six key players
at the end oflast year, I knew that many new

a team, we exceeded the expectations I had,
winning the Thrkey Tournament. A the

people would have to step up if we were go-

season progressed , we continued to have

ing to have success. To do my part, I really

success but the real turning point to me came

tried to work on my game over the summer, in our second game against Normal Calvary
getting shots in whenever I could.
Baptist.
"Going into our season I was a little
"I look forward to upping those goals
apprehensive to see what we could do. As
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to the 20-win plateau next year."

ICEEIING

Young Illineks surpassed goals
and won fourth ECIC title in jive
years

As the 2008-09 basketball season approached, there were many doubts

LeRoy, and Paxton were expected, but defeats to Fisher, Georgetown ND

about how this young team would perform having to replace the successful

LaSalette, Normal Calvary Baptist, and Decatur LSA dropped the team's

squad from the previous year. With only three returning varsity members

confidence and proved they had a way to go to reach their goals.

(seniors Alan Kessler and Malcolm Taylor and junior Dan Lilly) the lllinek

Down two games in the conference race, the lllineks went back to basics

roster consisted mainly of first-year varsity players. Despite their youth,

in practice and it paid off. Uni went on a ix-game winning streak to finish

the lllineks set goals to continue the streak of fifteen or more wins and

the conference season and force an eventual tie for the ECIC title. The big-

win the conference title.

gest win of the season came at Normal Calvary Baptist when the lllineks

Opening the season with three straight home games in the Central

overcame poor shooting to win in overtime. The title clinching game came

illinois Turkey Tourney proved to be just what the young squad needed.

on Senior Night against crosstown rival Judah Christian. The lllineks led

Eventual tourney MVPDan Lilly won the opener with a last second lay-up

throughout and held off a late Judah run, securing the ECIC title and sending

to beat Shiloh and the team's confidence grew. Victories over Buckley

seniors Kessler, Taylor, and Charlie Wan off in style. The lllineks finished

and then Bement sent Uni to Atwood looking to claim their third Turkey

the regular season 16-7 overall.

Title in four years. Against the host school, Uni jumped out to a com-

Due to the IHSA restructuring of the state tournament, U ni again had to

manding 35-16 halftime lead, only to see the first signs of inexperience

compete in Class AA. Despite a tight first half, St. Thomas More ended the

rear its ugly head. Turnovers and sloppy play plagued Uni in the second

lllineks season. In the fourth quarter of the game, Lilly broke the school

half, but the lllineks managed to hang on for the victory 50-43 and clinch

record for points in a season (483) . Lilly had already broken the school

the Thrkey Title. Kessler joined Lilly on the All-Tournament team, and

record for three-pointers on the season (67).

the prospects of the team were looking up.
Following the tournament, the schedule became tougher and the

With a year of experience under their belts the lllineks look to return next
year and experience even greater success.

Dlinek's play became incon istent. Losses to larger schools like Lexington,
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MERF'S
MARAUDERS
Coach Murphy's Illineks win
the most games in 15 years

After a solid 2007-2008 campaign, the U ni High
girls basketball team, better known as UHGB, was
set to have a great season. Coach Rebecca Murphy 's
team returned its star senior, Rachel Skoza and
added freshman sensation Jamie Blue. With a
nucleus of returning veterans , the team was ready
to push for the best UHGB record in years.
Early in the season, opponents focused on locking down the dual threats of Blue and Skoza, so the
success of the team came largely from the others on
the team. Seniors Joy Shapley, Jessi Sullivan, and
Lizzy Warner all brought experience and a comfort
with their roles . Junior Michelle Wong stepped up in
her first year of varsity basketball to be the starting
point guard and one of the team's best passers .
Opening the season in the McDonald 's Comet
Classic, Uni looked to test themselves against some
of the better teams in the area. The Illineks were
victorious in their opener over Hoopeston Area and
finished the tourney 3-2, an improvement over the
previous year. Skoza was named to the All-Tournament team.
Following the tourney, U ni ran into some of the
best competition on their schedule. Going 1-3 over
their next four games dido 't break the confidence of
this team. Uni rebounded by winning seven of their
next eight games , most notably defeating Donovan
on the road.
U ni finished the season tied for second in the
ECIC. However, they did win their fifteenth game
of the season on Senior Night , and then nights later
increased the record to sixteen wins in the final road
game at Normal Calvary Baptist. The sixteen wins
are the most victories in a season during Coach
Murphy 's career.
While the team's success was the primary goal ,
some lllineks had individual accomplishments.
Skoza concluded her career as the fourth leading
scorer in girls history, having scored her 1OOOth
point versus Deland Weldon. Blue, who led the
team in most statistical categories as a freshman ,
also distinguished herself in basketball circles being
named Illinois Small School Newcomer of the Year
by a national recruiting and scouting service.
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SPOTLIGHT: J
"We knew from the beginning of the

"It was a really different experience play-

season that we had the potential to make it

ing on varsity. There was a lot more pressure

an awesome one, and I think we definitely

to win, and I felt like I had a lot more to

liveduptothatpotential.Therewasalotof learn than everyone else. It was still a lot
very versatile talent on our team. No mat-

of fun, though, and I feel like I improved a

ter what happened off the court, we were

lot as well, especially on defense, which I

always able to work together well once we

think became one of my greatest strengths
towards the end of the season."

were on it.

1. SIXTH WOMAN WONDER: Senior Lizzy Warner attacks the basket as
freshman Jamie Blue prepares for a rebound . Warner played a substantial role on the team as the backup point guard.
2. STEllAR SOPHOMORE: Sophomore Heather Lin scores an easy layup on the fast break. Lin spent time on both JV and varsity this season.
3. FANTASTIC FRESHMAN: Blue as guard looks to pass. Blue was one
of the team's leading scorers and was a large reason for the success
of the team.
4. HIGH FLYERS: Junior Maritza Mestre jumps to save a ball from going
out of bounds. Hustle plays like this led to the great record.
5. COACHING CORNERSTONE: The excellent coaching of Rebecca Murphy led to the team's best record in years. In April, Coach Merf announced to her players that she would not be returning as coach for the
2009-10 season.
6. PRIME PASSING: Junior Erika Belmont receives a pass against Deland-Weldon. Belmont will be expected to pick up some of the load left
by graduating seniors.
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Illinkes reclaim the State Title in a dominating performance against state :S best
Last year, the Uni High chess team placed 11th at the IHSA State
meet. Expectations were high this year to perform as well , or even
better. Coaches Chris Merli and John Garvey returned as did the
majority of players from the previous season. With senior Gordon
Ruan , a nationally recognized chess player, leading the way, the team
started out strong and steadily improved throughout the year.
In the first match of the season, all six boards of both Heyworth
and Mahomet-Seymour were swept by Uni, an indicator of the upcoming success the players would have. The winning streak of all six
boards continued against Georgetown-Ridge Farm and BismarckHenning until Uni had a board defeated by Danville. Uni managed
to continue its dominance and avenge their loss to Normal U-High
last season, clinching the East Central illinois Chess League (ECICL)
title and an undefeated conference season. Additionally , Ruan concluded his last season in the ECICL with a perfect 16-0 record.
The team also participated in the Illini Classic Tournament held
at the Illini Union this year. Ruan , seniors Alan Liang, Brian Wang,
and Richard Wang, as well as juniors Daniel Cheng and Danny Ge
were chosen to represent Uni. The talented players proved their skills
against some of the best in the state and won the Illini Classic, sweeping all four opponents (Ottawa, Mahomet-Seymour, and Normal UHigh's two teams).
While their early season success was great, the main goal was winning the IHSA state tournament. Though key players Alex Zhai and
Geoffrey Beck graduated from last year's 11th place squad, the team
remained positive and confident in their abilities. Not only did they
place higher, but the 2008-2009 Uni High chess team won the State
title. A big victory over No. 2 seeded Skokie Niles North started the
tournament off on a good note. Then Ruan had his first loss of the
season against Chicago Whitney Young. This may have been a staggering blow to some teams , but not the lllineks as the lower boards
picked up the slack. In the next round, Uni defeated defending champion Lincolnshire Stevenson. The tournament concluded with a victory over Naperville Neuqua Valley and Uni as the undefeated champions, winning Uni's seventh state title in chess. Brian Wang (third),
Daniel Cheng (second), and Richard Wang (fifth) received IHSA
medals in honor of their finish on their respective boards. Despite
his two defeats , Ruan helped train his teammates over the season and
was the driving force to the title. In honor of his performance this
season, Ruan was named a 2009lllinois Chess Association Warren
Junior Chess Scholar.

1. HE'S NUMBER ONE:

As the dominant force of the team this year, Gordon
Ruan served as player as well as a mentor to his teammates throughout this
season. Ruan has played as Uni's number one board player throughout his fouryear career.
2. CHAMPS: Junior Alan Liang takes a·moment from the celebration to get his
picture taken with the trophy. Liang went 5-2 in the state tournament.
3. WElCOME HOME: The team arrived back in C-U to a celebration from parents and friends. Later in the week, the champs were honored prior to a basketball game.
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PHOTO CAPTION: (1-r, t-b) Student Assistant Adam Tiouririne, Miles Bribriesco, Neil Pearson, Malcolm Taylor, Joseph
Song, Costas Cangellaris, Student Assistant Daniel Borup, Assistant Coach Louis DeCosmo, Nile Harner, Assistant Coach
Jake Kalnitz, Head Coach Joel Beesley, Assistant Coach Ben Kramer, Dan Lilly, Alan Kessler, Warren Skoza, Will Fernandez,
Charlie Wan, Jack Synder, Seth Bull, Student Assistant Jason He.

PHOTO CAPTION: (1-r, t-b) Joe Easley, Joey Smith, Simeon Washington, Ezra Winter-Nelson, Eli Hyman, Thomas Lawless,
Sidanth Madhubalan, Tabar Bowen-Pinto, John Hadley, Ben Lee, Student Assistant Jason He, Assistant Coach Ben Kramer,
Assistant Coach Jake Kalnitz, Brendan Morales-Doyle, Steven Morse, Joseph Song, John ny Shapley, Seth Bull, Brandon Lin,
Robbie McMillen, Jay Kesan, juan Chapa, jack Snyder.

PHOTO CAPTION: (1-r, t-b) Heather Lin, Jamie Blue, Michelle Wong, )essi Sullivan, Lizzy Warner, Maritza Mestre, Erika
Belmont, Rachel Harmon, Rachel Skoza, Joy Shapley, Sheri Grill.

Turkey Tourney ....•••.••.•....•.... 1st/4
LeRoy ...................................... 45-56
Shilob ...................................... 40-35
Fisher .................... .................. 42-47
Georgetown NDL .................. .45-53
Oakwood ................................ 82-58
Buckley Lutheran •••••....••..•.•• 64-33
Decatur Christian ..••••..•••...••• 58-32
Lexington .... .............. ........... ... 40-64
Normal Calvary Baptist.. ....... .41-67
DeLand-Weldon ...•••...•••..••.... 67-37
Arthur-Okaw Christian •••..•• 52-SO OT
Decatur Lutheran ................... .41-50
Paxton-Bucldey-Loda ............. 32-65
Judah Christian ••••.••••..•••.••••. 65-38
Decatur Christian .•••.•.••••.••••. 65-39
Normal Calvary Baptist ..••••. 61-48 OT
DeLand-Weldon ...••••••••...••.... 71-36
Decatur Lutheran ••••.•••..••..... 71-50
Judah Christian .................... 65-54
St. Thomas More (Regionals) . 37-63

Bement .................................... 32-40 OT
Shiloh ...............•..............•....•.. 38-23
LeRoy ...................................... 37-49
Shiloh ..•..........•....................•... 43-15
Fisher ...................................... 35-56
Georgetown NDL ................... 35-38
Oakwood ................................. 20-42
Decatur Christian ................. 38-21
Lexington ................................ 26-46
Normal Calvary Baptist ....... 36-31
DeLand-Weldon .................... 37-28
Arthur-Okaw Christian ........... 29-35
Decatur Lutheran .................... 28-35
Paxton-Bucldey-Loda ............. 29-50
Judah Christian ...................... .41 -46
Buckley Christ Lutheran (V) .. 50-55
Decatur Christian ............•.... 45-13
Normal Calvary Baptist ....... 44-34
Heritage Tournament .............. 4th/4
DeLand-Weldon ...................... 28-31
Monticello ............................... 32-37
Judah Christian ....................... 31-43

Most Valuable Player: ..... Dan Lilly
Most Assists: ...... ...... ..... .. Malcolm Taylor
Most Rebounds: ............ .. Warren Skoza
Top Free Throw %: ......... Dan Lilly
Most Steals: .... ................. Dan Lilly
Most Improved: ............ ... Warren Skoza
Outstanding Defender: .... Costa Cangellaris
Mr. Hustle: .. .... ................ AJan Kessler
Tough Illinek: .................. Neil Pearson
Tony Khan Dedication: ... Daniel Borup
Adam Tiorirrine
Malcolm Taylor
Alan Kessler
Head Coach - Joel Beesley
Assistant Coach - Jake Kalnitz
Assistant Coach - Ben Kramer
Assistant Coach - Louis DeCosmo

Most Valuable Player: ..... Brandon Lin
Outstanding Defender: .... Seth Bull
Most Improved: ............... John Hadley Jr.
Sportsmanship: ................ Ben Lee
Outstanding Rebounder: .Brandon Lin
Mr. Enthusiasm: ............. .Joey Smith

CAPIIIIIS
Seth Bull
Jack Snyder

COACIIS
Head Coach - Ben Kramer
Assistant Coach - Jake Kalnitz
Assistant Coach - Louis DeCosmo

South Piatt ............................. 30-24
Comet Classic Tournament .. . 5th/10
Shiloh .... ................................. 50-81
Villa Grove ............................. 56-39
Paxton-Bucldey-Loda ......... .... 32-49
Decatur Lutheran .................... 43-65
Judah Christian .................... 68-49
LeRoy ..................................... 59-45
Buckley Lutheran ................. 60-35
Decatur Christian ................. 51-35
Fisher ....................... ............... 53-70
Normal Calvary Baptist ....... 64-44
Deland-Weldon ...................... 61-28
Donovan ................................. 60-52
Decatur Lutheran .................... 40-69
Judah Christian ....................... 46-52
Buckley Lutheran ................. 67-38
Deland-Weldon ...................... 60-24
Decatur Christian ................. 54-22
Normal Calvary Baptist ....... 60-31
St. Joseph (Regionals) ........... 53-57

Most Valuable Player: .... .Rachel Skoza
Most Improved: .............. .Rachel Harmon
Most Dedicated: .............. Jamie Blue
Most Points: .............. .. .... Jamie Blue
Most Rebounds: ............. .Jamie Blue
Highest Free Throw % : ... Jessi Sullivan
Most Steals: ..................... Jamie Blue
Most Assists: ........ ........... Jamie Blue
Outstanding Defender: .... Michelle Wong

Shiloh .. ................................... 2-54
Villa Grove .............................. 26-39
Paxton-Buckley-Loda ........... 31-24
Decatur Lutheran .................... 29-32
Judah Christian .................... 34-23
LeRoy ................................... ... 24-48
Paxton-Bucldey-Loda ............. 31-36
Fisher .. .... .......... ................ .. .... 27-36
Monticello ........................ ..... .. 19-35
Donovan ................................. 43-39
Paxton-Buck.ley-Loda ............. 5-45
Decatur Lutheran .................... 31-38
Judah Christian ....................... 30-39
GCMS .................................... 30-16
Cornerstone Christian .......... 30-28
St. Thomas More .................... 19-46

Most Improved: ....... ....... Martha Yoshida
Most Dedicated: ...... .... .... Heather Lin
Most Intense: ................... Rachel Harmon
Best Defender: .... ............ Rachel Harmon
Tough Illinek: .................. Emma Coverdill

Jessi Sullivan
Rachel Skoza

Head Coach - Rebecca Murphy
Assistant Coach -Jeff Blue

Laura Dri pps
Rachel Harmon

COACIIS
Head Coach - Jeff Blue
Assistant Coach - Caroline Harless
Assistant Coach - Ellie Zabielski

PHOTO CAPTION: (1-r, t-b) Marie Lilly, Eunjung Kim, Emma Coverdill, Head Coach jeff Blue, Katy Metcalf, Abigail
Radnitzer, Deborah Ladd, Amrutha Kumaran, Sarah Heffley, Sarah Sutter, Sydney Muchnik, Wynee Bao, Martha Yoshida,
Elenita Zamora, Assistant Coach Caroline Harles , Leah Matkovich, Rachel Harmon, Laura Dripps, Heather Lin, Rachael
Kempe, Kathy Qiu, StefSenior, Assistant Coach Ellie Zabielski.
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Blue Ridge .............................. 0-2
Fisher/ GCMS ......................... 1-3
Oakwood ..............-................ 4-2

Judah Christian - ................. S-1
Monticello ............................... l-3

Flsber/GCMS ........................ 6-0
Decatur Christian ................. 6-0
Sullivan .................................. 2-1
Oakwood ...........,_,,,_...... 4-0
Danville Schlarman ................ 0-1

Most Valuable: ........ Dan Lilly
Most Improved: ....... Eric Fritzsche
Most Dedicated: ...... Holden Bucher
Mr. Offense: ............. Dan Lilly
Mr. Defense: ............ Carl Pearson
Leadership: ............... Stephen Prochaska
Most Intense: .............Carter Hutchens
Sponsmanship: ..........Carl Pearson
Tough Illinek: ............ Conrad Schloer

CIPIIIIS

Decatur Lutheran ................. 7-0
Champaign Central ................. 0-7
Warrensburg-Latham .............. 3-3

Iroquois West ....._,................ 9-0
Urbana ..................................... O-S
Tolono Unity .......................... S-0
St. Thomas More_,............-2-1
Normal Cavalry Baptist ....... 4-1

Stephen Prochaska
Carl Pearson
Dan Lilly

Head Coach - Phil Anders
Assistant Coach - Ralph Falarca

Oakwood (Regionllls) ........... 3-1
Judah Christian (Regionals) .... l-2

PHOTO CAPTION: (1-r, t-b) Stephen Prochaska, Brandon Lin, Russell Prochaska, Nile Hamer, Holden Bucher, Dan Lilly, Head
Coach Phil Anders, Assistant Coach Ralph Falarca, Chris Mathy, Jasper Maniates-Selvin, Ben Lee, Dax Earl, Conrad Schloer,
Alan Liang, Clement Dossin, Carl Pearson, Loic Hostetter, Neil Pearson, Noel Knox, Eric Fritzsche, Eddie Diazmunoz.

SCOREBOARD
Judah Christian .. .. .......... ......... 0-4
Monticello ...................... ......... 0-2
Fisher/GCMS ........................ 3-1
Sullivan ................................... 0..{)
Danville Schlarman .............. 3-0
Champaign Central ................. 0-2
Warmesburg-Latham ............ .. 0..{)
Urbana ........... ................. ......... 0-3
St. Thomas More .... ...... ...... .... 0..{)
St. Thomas More (Tourn.) ... 5-1
Judah Christian (Toum .) ........ . 0-2

Most Valuable: ..... ... Jasper Maniates-Selvin
Most Improved: ....... Sidanth Madhubalan

CAPIIINS
Jasper Maniates-Selvin
Loic Hostetter

COACHES
Head Coach - Phil Anders
Assistant Coach - Ralph Falarca

PHOTO CAPTION: (1-r, t-b) Jeremy Kemball, Kevin Kuo, Dax Earl, Ian Slauch, Brian Wang, Laic Hostetter, Head Coach
Phil Anders, Assistant Coach Ralph Falarca, Chris Nguyen, Ryosuke Minami, Sidanth Madhubalan, Tabar Bowen-Pinto,
Ezra Winter-Nelson, Jasper Maniates-Selvio, Edward Hsieh, Aramael Pena-Aicantara, Mike Zhivov, Arnav Pamidighantam, Miguel Zamora, Johnny Shapley, Ben Lee.

Atwood-Hammond ............... W 2-0
Oakwood ................................. L 0-2
Eagle Classic (tourn .) .............. 7th/8

Buckley Lutheran ................. W 2-0
Decatur Christian ..........._,.. W 2-0
Westville Invite (toum .) .......... 2nd/4
Normal CaiVIU')' Baptist ....... 2-0
Fisher ............................... ....... L0-2
DeLand-Weldon .................... W 2-0
Decatur Lutheran .......... .......... L0-2

w

Judah Christian .................... W 2-0
Buckley Lutheran ................. W 2-1
Buckley Lutheran (touru.) ... lst/3
Decatur Christian ................. W 2-0
Normal CalviU')' Baptist ....... W 2-0
DeLand-Weldou .................... W 2-1
Decarur Lutheran ........ ............ L 0-2
Judah Christian ....................... L 1-2
St. Thomas More (Regionals). L 0-2

Atwood-Hammond ......... ........ L 1-2
Oakwood ................................. L l -2
Decatur Christian .................... L 1-2
Normal Calvary Baptist ....... W 2-0
Fisher .... ...... ............................ L 0-2
DeLand-Weldon ...................... L 1-2
Decatur Lutheran ............ ........ L l-2
Judah Christian .................... W 2-1
Decatur Christian .................... L 0-2
Normal Calvary Baptist ....... W 2-0
DeLand-Weldon .................... W 2-1
Decatur Lutheran .................... L 0-2
Judah Christian ....................... L 1-2
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Most Valuable: ............... Rachel Skoza
Most Aces: ..................... Rachel Skoza
Most Kills: ..................... Rachel Sk:oza
Most Digs: ...................... Annie Machesky
Most Blocks: .................. Rachel Sk:oza
Highest Serving %: ........ Sheri Grill
Most Assists: .................. Michelle Wong
Tough Illinek: ................. Tuli Bera

CIPTAINS
Sheri Grill
Annie Machesky

COACHES
Head Coach - Amanda Palla
Assistant Coach - Jessica Smith
Assistant Coach - Nicole Wrink:ler

PHOTO CAPTION: (1-r, t -b) Head Coach Amanda Palla, Rachel Skoza, Sheri Grill, Assistant Coach Jessica Smith, Assistant
Coach Nicole Wrink.ler, Student Assistant Jo Ellen Machesky, Jasmine Alvarado, Michelle Wong, Tuli Bera, Rachel Harmon,
Jamie Blue, Chumin Gao, Jessi Sullivan, Annie Machesky.

Most Valuable: ............... Chumin Gao
Most Improved: ... ..... ...... Sheela Gogula
lllinek Spirit: .................. Arnrutha Kumarao

CAPTAINS
Rachel Harmon
Amy Ding
ChuminGao

COACHES
Head Coach - Amanda Palla
Assistant Coach - Jessica Smith
Assistant Coach - Nicole Wrinkler

PHOTO CAPTION: (1-r, t-b) Head Coach Amanda Palla, Rachel Harmon, Jamie Blue, Assistant Coach jessica Smith, Assistant
Coach Nicole Wrinkler, Student Assistant Jo Ellen Machesky, Sheela Gogula, Elenita Zamora, Grace Man, Arorutha Kumarao,
Hannah )ohlas, Chumin Gao, Amy Ding, Sarah Heffley.

K.ickapoo Kickoff .......... ........ 2nd/8
Chrisman Cowchip .. .......... ..... 3rd/l3
Twin City Championship .•.•. 1st/6
Peoria Woodruff Invite ........... 4th/34
Uni Home ............................... 1st/4
Tuscola ................................... 1stl16
MontkeUo .............................. 1st/5
St. Joseph ........ ............... ......... 2nd/28
Cumberland Invite .................. 2nd/18
IHSA Reglonals ••.•••..•••••••.•.••• 1stl9
IHSA Sectionals ..................... 1st/20
IHSA State ............................ .. 4th/20

Most Inspirational: ......... Buck Walsh
Most Improved: .... ... ....... Albert Anastasio
Tough lllinek: ................. Nathan Smith
Most Valuable: ..... ..........Malcolm Taylor

Isaac Chambers
Nathan Smith
Malcolm Taylor

Head Coach - Doug Mynatt
Assistant Coach - Karl Knox
Assistant Coach - Katrina Watry

PHOTO CAPTION: (1-r, t-b) Jack Snyder, Horace Wang, Langston Allston-Yeagle, Andrew Weatherhead, Andrew Lovdahl,
Nathan Smith, Joseph Song, Juan Chapa, Cheng Luo, Jack Feser, John Vaughen, Luke Karmazin, Buck Walsh,Albert Anastasio,
Ziran Shang, Rohit Palekar, Eric Chen, lain Konigsberg, Steven Morse, Kareem Sayegh, Malcolm Taylor, Ben Suslick, Isaac
Chambers, Tej Chajed, Austin Black, Daniel Cheng.

Kickapoo Kickoff ................... 2nd/8
Chrisman Cowchip ................. NA
Twin City Championship ........ NA
Peoria Woodruff Invite ........... !Sth/25
Uni Home ............................... 1st/2
1\iscola .................................... Sth/13
Monticello ............................... 2nd/5
St. Joseph ................................ Sth/23
Cumberland Invite .................. 6th/1 3
IHSA Regionals ...................... St.h/7
IHSA Sectionals ...................... l 3th/19

Most Inspirational: ......... Elaine Gu
Most Improved: ..............Maddy Levin
Tough lliinek: ................. Katherine Allen
Most Valuable: ............... Elizabeth Russell

CIPIIINS
Elaine Gu
Elizabeth Russell

Head Coach - Doug Mynatt
Assistant Coach - Karl Knox
Assistant Coach - Katrina Watry
PHOTO CAPTION: (1-r, t-b ) Elizabeth Russell, Maddy Levin, Elaine Gu, Katherine Allen. Not Pictured: Brittany Scheid,
Shruti Vaidya.

Stanford Olympia •••••.•••.•••••.. 132-40
Chicago University .••.••.••.••.•• 109-61
Centennial Invite ......... ............ 9th/l3
Uni Tri ............................. ........ 2nd/3
Danville Tri ............................. 3rd/3
Danville .............................. ..... 61-109
Central Invite ... ....................... 3rd/4
Urbana ..................................... 84-96
Twin City ........ ........................ 3rd/4
O'Fallon Invite .......... .............. 2nd/3
Normal U-High (Varsity) ....... . 3rd/8
Normal U-High (N) ....... .. ...... 2nd/7
IHSA Sectionals ...................... 5th

Most Valuable: ...... ... ... ... Lisa Boyce
Silent Storm: .................. Deborah Ladd
Amalia Dolan
lst yr. Most Improved: .. .lsaure Hostetter
Maia Gersten
Aishwarya Gautam
Most Inspirational: ......... Natsuki Nakamura
Most Points-Varsity: ..... .. Lisa Boyce
Tough Ulinek: .. ............ ...Milee Nelson
Most Improved: .............. Maritza Mestre

..

Deborah Ladd
Natsuki Nakamura
Lor Sligar

Head Coach - Howard Schein
Assistant Coach - Elizabeth Gansen
Assistant Coach - Mallory Meyer
Assistant Coach - Stevie Schein

SCOREBOARD
Bloomington .......................... 58-0
Danville .................................. 99-17
LaSalette ................................ 116-0
Heyworth ............................... 58-0
Mahomet-Seymour ............... 58-0
Mattoon .................................. SS-0
Stanford Olympia ................. 58-0
Normal U-High ...................... 40-18
Charleston ............................. 101.5-14.5
Dlini Classic ........................... 1st Place
IHSA State ............................. 1st Place

ECICL 1st Board Champ: .... Gordon Ruan
IHSA 2nd Place .................... Daniel Cheng
IHSA 3rd Place ... ........... ...... Brian Wang
IHSA 5th Place .............. ...... Richard Wang
Illinois Chess Association Warren Junior
Chess Scholar ....... ................ Gordon Ruan

CIPIIINS
Gordon Ruan

Head Coach - Chris Merli
Assistant Coach - John Garvey
PHOTO CAPTION: (1-r, t-b) John Vaughen, Richard Wang, Greg Atherton, Danny Ge, Head Coach Chris Merli, Michael
Meyer, Daniel Cheng, Gordon Ruan, AJ Martinez, Kevin Li, Max Sigalov, Alan Liang.
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1. NARCISSISM AT ITS BEST: Junior Ethan Schiller
in the role of Will Hays looks at himself with rapture and love in a handheld mirror. This was one of
Schiller's first major roles in Uni theater.
2. DIVINE BEAUTYil: Junior Anna Gooier looks lovingly at Ollie Goldbart, who she has fallen in love
with. Goldbart played his part magnificently while
dressed in drag
3. ClASSY ACTING: Seniors Robert Diehl as Max
Rienhardt and Lor Sligar as Louella Parsons look
stylish at the premiere of A Midsummer's Night
Dream.
4. M GUl
NESS: Junior Zack Goldberg as film
producer Jack Wamer. Goldberg's character played
an important role in the creation of the film in the play.
5. MOVIE MAGIC: Senior Sarah Lake-Rayburn in
the role of Puck is confused by the modern world,
but then completely embraces it.
6: SOMmiN' WITH PRESTIGE!: Lydia Lansing,
played by senior Hannah Leskosky, mocks her role
in a film that doesn't take her "seriously."
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PlAYHOUSE FAll FUN

Uni preforms ""Shakespeare in Hollywood'' to the amusement of many
This year's fall play was chosen to be Shakespeare in Hollywood, a
comedy written by Ken Ludwig. The story takes place in 1930s Hollywood
where Max Reinhardt is making a film version of Shakespeare's A
Midsummer Night's Dream. At the same time, the real Oberon and Puck
from the Wood Near Athens in Shakespeare's play show up on the set of
the film. A chaotic comedy ensues when a magic flower is brought into the
situation, causing crazy love triangles and tensions between characters.
For the weeks leading up to the performances, Dillon Price's booming
voice could be heard as he scolded Sarah Lake-Rayburn, who played Puck.
This play required a large cast that included some dancing and partying.
By the end of the play, the actors were very tired, but they still admit to
having a lot of fun doing it. Lake-Rayburn said, "Shakespeare in Hollywood
was a very fun show. Puck was a character unlike any I have ever played
before, and it was an interesting challenge that I had a lot of fun with. I'm
sad that I'll never again be in a fall play at Uni High, I've had some awesome
experiences over the years. As a senior, I've gained immense respect for
other seniors along the way, because you have so much more to deal with
more responsibility. It can be slightly overwhelming, but opening night,
when the lights go up, it's worth every bit of stress and exhaustion to walk
out onto that stage. At the end of the show, you know your hard work has
paid off when you hear the applause. No matter how loud it actually is, it
sounds like thunder in your ears. It's an amazing feeling."
The director, Ms. Barbara Ridenour, said, "Shakespeare in Hollywood was
a difficult show to put together, but it paid off in the performances. I thought
everyone did a top-notch job, both the actors and the behind the scenes crew.
It was one of the funniest pieces we've done in a long time, and everyone
rose to the occasion!"
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Cast:
Logan ........................... Buck Walsh
Alana .......................... Sian Best
Tristan ......................... Jeremy Kemball
Sam ............................. Sarah Lake-Rayburn
Cody ............................ Kareem Sayegh
Drama Teacher ........... Hannah Leskosky
"All for a Kiss" is a short and sweet comedy about a lovestruck
boy that plunges into the world of thespians at his school in
hopes that he will get a stage kiss with his crush, only to be
stuck as the understudy.

Cast:
Cindy ........................... Lor Sligar
Felix ......... .... ... ..... ....... Deren Kudeki
Answering Machine ... Diana Liu
Beep ....... ........ .. ........... Max Sigalov
This play was the only play written and directed by a junior
this season's StudProd. A short yet stimulating play, "*69"
shows how one wrong dialed number can really change
someone.
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Cast:
Xerxes .......................... Jeremy Kemball
Kandy ......................... Anna Gooier
Carpenter .................... Dillon Price
Cop .............................. Diana Liu
Jili ................................ Natsuki Nakamura
A spoof off of shows like CSI, "Criminal Crime" follows
a creative detective bored with his job and his less than
bright assistant who try to solve a series of murders using
less than professional methods.

Writer & Director: .... Hannah Leskosky
Cast:
Kate ............................. Sindha Agha
Kelly ...................... ..... Lor Sligar
Matt ...................... ....... Dillon Price
Pete .............................. Ben Zehr
Gilbert .........................Ethan Schiller
Mr. Oliver ...... .. ........... Zack Goldberg
D.A.R.E Officer .......... Lauren Piester
"After School Special" features a group of friends who decide to make a public service announcement warning against
drug abuse . A scheming classmate misinterprets them and
school authorities are brought into the picture.

Cast:
Max .............................. Ethan Schiller
Lily .............................. Anna Gooier
Audrey ......................... Brittany Scheid
Eric .............................. Deren Kudeki
Mom ............................ Sian Best
Dad .............................. Ben Zehr
While everyone wishes they were a superhero, in "Superhero
Complex," one kid's other life has gone on too long for his
friends and family. To snap him out of it, they have to play his
game and find their inner superhero (or villain).

Cast:
Romeo ............. ............ Max Sigalov
Juliet ........................... Maria Gao
Mercutio ................... ... Zack Goldberg
Nurse ............ .............. Tianna Pittenger
"Romeo and Juliet Revisited" is the classic Shakespeare love
story retold in musical form. In addition to the score, this play
adds a little of its own flavor with zombie dances to "Thriller"
and duels in the form of dance battles.
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CREIIIVE EIPRESSIONS
The art classes showed just sonze of
the ere tiv
t o

The art department saw some significant changes this year to
their workspace. The room got a considerable upgrade that included new cabinets , a new floor, a new paint job, and a great deal of
space for the artists to work. This made the whole environment
brighter and easier for creative ideas and expressions to form.
This year in Studio Art, there were more seniors in the class
than in previous years, and among the students , there were more
people who wanted to pursue art careers or to take part in summer
art programs to further their abilities.
Another highlight was the number of contests that were entered
by Uni students . Subfreshman Melissa Rosas won a contest that
will feature her drawing in the efforts to raise money for Uni. Her
drawing of the school building will be used to promote donations
from outside sources.
In this year 's annual Insect Fear Film Festival art contest, there
were four first place winners and two second place winners among
the entries that were put forward from Uni , gracing nearly every
category with their winning submissions.
When asked about the winners , Ms. Lisa Evans said, "Of course
winning a contest is great, but the real focus of the art classes is to
allow students time for personal creative exploration and growth.
We 've got a lot of winners in that category as well."
As usual , there have been many fine works of art that came out
of the classroom. Displayed in the third floor hallway, students and
staff have all seen and admired the masks , recreations of classic
works , and self-portraits . The wide range and quality of the art
produced was impressive and the artists received praise for their
incredible work.

NAME THAT ARTIST

A. Elaine Gu

B. Alan Liang

C. Alexx Engles

e ·£
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1. BEAUTIFYING UGliNESS: Sophomore Lisa Sproat's
interpretation of a painting by Picasso takes the original work which could be considered ugly by some and
transforms it into something that is certainly more
beautiful.
2. I'M ON ABOATI DON'T YOU NEVER FORGET!: While
the pop culture reference may escape some, the theme
of junior Terry Qi's masterful painting is clear. The recreation of the work by Backyusen is extremely well
done.
3. COlORFUllY CONCEPTUAl: Senior Paul Miller's
parody of the abstract work by Franz Marc utilizes motion and color to create a striking resemblance to the
original work.
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SOUNDS GOOD

Uni's musical conzmunity made
At Uni , there are endless opportunities for those who have
an interest in music. Uni not only offers chorus and orchestra,
where students have the chance to play and sing a variety of
songs ranging from playful folk songs to soulful gospels, but
also offers jazz band, which meets after school, and Madrigals,
which students have to audition for. These various groups allow
students to explore di..+ferent types of music and find out which
one they enjoy doing most.
All of these musical choices are taught by Fine Arts department head, Mr. Rick Murphy. Most of the students in orchestra
and chorus are not there only because they have to , and many
have played or currently play in other orchestras . There is a
wide range in talent among this group of students. At the Winter
Concert, students played an interesting array of pieces chosen
by Mr. Murphy and displayed their hard work for their parents
and peers.
Students in chorus have the chance to audition to be in Madrigals, a small group of singers who perform baroque pieces a
capella. Because the Winter Surprise party was canceled this
year, the Madrigals unfortunately did not have the chance to
sing for the whole school.
Another group of students meets after school to play in
the two Uni jazz bands. The students have a chance to play a
completely different genre of music that they cannot play with
the whole orchestra.

1. "CONCERr·RATION: Senior Miguel Zamora concentrates on his music intently. Zamora did double
duty being in both madrigals and orchestra.
2. 10VES TO SING: Senior Sheri Grill fights a smile as
she sings with the Madrigals. This was Grill's second
year on Madrigals.
3. CWINR CWITY: Sophomore Katherine Floess
and Wynee Bao play with the orchestra at the Winter
Concert.
4. 11R EVERY VOICE: Junior Lisa Boyce projects her
voice from the back row.
5. CHARMING IN PURPlE: Sophomore Buck Walsh
proudly sports his bright purple costume. He joined
the Madrigal troupe this year.

1
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IMEA All-STATE

To be selected to the All-State conference held
by the illinois Music Educators Association
(IMEA) is a prestigious honor for musicians
all around illinois. Depending on the talent,
they are invited to sing in the All-State chorus
or to play in the All-State orchestra. Twentyseven Uni students were chosen in the district
region, but only three made it on to the next
level. Junior Elizabeth Russell sang in the
chorus as a Soprano II while senior veteran
Daniel Borup lent his voice to the Bass I section. Senior Karen Han joined the orchestra
to play the oboe. At the event, the students
are able to interact with other talented musicians in a fun and educational environment.
The entire day is intense as they prepared and
perfected music in order to have a good concert for family, friends, and the public. These
three All-State qualifiers are all experienced
musicians and have been involved in Uni's
own chorus and orchestra.

Uni's music g rps spent many hours in
the Attic to p...,.....,'ll,.._ enjoyment fo all

PHOTO CAPTION: (1-r, t-b) James Boyle, Conrad Schloer,
Newman, Rosa Druker, Aishwarya Gautam, Katherine Floess,
Ferede, Luke .Karmazin, Alex Valdez, Charlotte Popetz, Victoria
Evan Ramos, Bissy Michael, Aaron Wilson, Ryosuke Minami,
Maniates-Selvin, Sheela Gogula, Vickie Chang, LeifHague,Amalia
Ashley Tapping, Jason He, Caroline Beshers, Katie Cox, Liam
Wyatt Bensken, Alex Mestre, Marie Lilly, Francois Dossin, Jared
Tanya Denisova, Andrew Richardson, Elizabeth Russell, Buck Walsh,
Jack Feser, Shruti Vaidya, Sarah Vaughen, Amanda Hwu, Eunjung Kim,
Wynee Bao, Hannah Johlas, Lisa Sproat, Ollie Goldbart, Daniel Wilson,
Jacob Druker, Sheri Grill, Erick Dietz, Ian Slauch, Zack Goldberg, Austin
Black, Emma Hoyer, Noel Knox, Chris Mathy.

PHOTO CAPTION: (1-r, t-b) RobertDiehl,CarlPearson,Robbie
lan, Ian Slauch,Amanda Hwu, Miguel Zamora,ArifNelson, Chris
Jason He, Charlie Newman, Erick Dietz, Lisa Sproat, Katherine
Jacob Druker, Clement Dossin, Zach Korol-Gold, Zack Goldberg.
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PHOTO CAPTION: (1-r, t-b) Francois Dossin, Stirling Lemme, Rodney
LeNoir, Martha Yoshida, Kody Carmody, Julia Zuo, Brianna Hajek,
Ella Lubienski, Maia Gersten, Alex Valdez, Erin Berl, Gabby Kozlowski,
Amnahir Pena-Alcantara, Charlotte Popetz, Lyric Simms, Aaron Wilson,
Edo Roth, Charlie Newman, Jared Doyle, Vivian Robison, Lisa Boyce,
Brittany Scheid, Katie Buzard, Daniel Wilson, Aramael Pena-Alcantara,
Will Erickson, Ryan Kuck, Johnny Shapley, Zack Goldberg, Nealay Kalita,
Juan Chapa, Lisa Sproat, Jacob Druker, Alex Gruebele, Abbi Frings, Dax
Earl, Kaila Simpson, Tabar Bowen-Pinto, Daniel Borup, Anna Gaoler, Ben
Zehr, Buck Walsh, Ziran Shang, Katherine Floess, Lilli Pearson, Stef Senior,
Sarah Lake-Rayburn, Deborah Ladd, Petra Rantanen, Megan McBride,
Katie Cox, Melissa Rosas, Ariana Kamberelis, Juliana Trach, Sarah Sutter,
Sarah Heffley, Daniel Cheng.

PHOTO CAPTION: (1-r, t-b) Sheri Grill, Alex Gruebele, Zack Goldberg,
Charlie Newman, Jared Doyle, Deborah Ladd, Katie Buzard, Miguel
Zamora, Brittany Scheid, Daniel Borup, Anna Gaoler, Daniel Wilson,
Stef Senior, Buck Walsh, Elizabeth Russell, Sarah Lake-Rayburn.

PHOTO CAPTION: (1-r, t-b) Sydney Muchnik, Chelsea Edwards, Julia
Zuo, Chae Won Park, Lyric Simms, Juliana Trach, Ella Lubienski, Andrew
Ferguson, Stirling Lemme, Erin Berl, Max Walker, David Gong, Simeon
Washington, Joey Smith, Veronika Sowers, Sherry Qiu, Annie Rang, Ezra
Wmter-Nelson, Chris Nguyen, Ryan McAllister, Carl Pearson, Kathy Qiu,
Miguel Zamora, Claire Liu, Ziran Shang, Allen Miller, Daniel Borup, Petra
Rantanen, Hanan Jaber, Kaila Simpson, Katy Metcalf.

PHOTO CAPTION: (1-r, t-b) Isaac Joy, Max Walker, Hannah Johlas,
Katie Cox, Jack Gillette, Miles Ross, Aaron Wilson, Rohit Palekar, Charlotte Popetz, James Boyle, Alex Valdez, Mohammad Jaber, Paul Seeley,
Liam Moersch, Leif Hague, Evan Ramos.
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ADL Youth

Anime

(1-r, t-b): Daniel Pearlstein, Zack Goldberg, Maria Gao, Nora Peterson, Chumin
Gao, Kelly Mover, Ms. Frances Harris (sponsor).

(1-r, t-b): Eric Chen, Margarita Mouschovias, Robert Diehl, Greg Atherton,
Serena Schatz, Sensei Hiroko Ito (sponsor).

Circle of Estrogen

Club Rock 'n' Roll

(1-r, t-b): Amy Ding, Lor Sligar, LizzyWarner,Jessi Sullivan, Ms. Rachel Green
(sponsor).

(1-r, t -b): Andrew Lumetta,Juan Chapa,Jo Ellen Machesky, Leif Hague,Aaron
Wilson, Evan Ramos.
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Members of ADL (Anti-Defamation League) hosted a open
mic night to encourage freedom of expression by students
and to talk about the club's mission of ending discrimination,
more specifically anti-Semitism, and providing education
about Jewish culture and history, ranging from the Holocaust to the different Jewish holidays. While the number of
guests fell short, the event became a small gathering ofUni
students who provided their own entertainment. The night
started with a skit put together by ADL about the club and
Alan Liang, the MC for the night, continued by entertaining audiences with stories, drawing laughter and smiles. A
couple of students came prepared with poems in hand, such
as Isabel Vazquez's poem composed entirely of short words
and onomatopoeia, and their recitations were received by
an enthusiastic audience. However, audience members also
joined in by improvising, like Ben Daniels' hilarious mock
college interview with Liang, and Brittany Scheid and Laura
Dripp's interpretive dance. Though not what was expected,
the event was an enjoyable and creativity-filled night for all.

Art

Asian Media

(1-r, t-b): Rosa Druker,Vivian Hagerty, ShrutiVaidya, Leah Brown,Ashley Tapping,
Hannah Johlas, Grace Anastasio, Petra Rantanen, Sarah Vaughen,Annie Rong,
Ms. Lisa Evans (sponsor), Hye Ji Choi, Aishwarya Gautam, Ariana Martinez,
Katie Cox, Caroline Beshers, Chelsea Edwards, julia Zuo,Vickie Chang, Karena
Mitchell, Bissy Michael, Miriam Ferede, Brianna Hajek.

(1-r, t-b): Martha Yoshida, Chumin Gao, Laura Dripps, Danny Ge,Arif Nelson,
Grace Man, Diana Liu, Isabel Vazquez, Andrew LaPointe, Hadley .Hauser, Amy
Ding, Daniel Cheng, Ms. Rachel Green (sponsor).

Current Events
(1-r, t-b): Alan Kessler,Arif Nelson, jason He, Chris Yoder.

Dance
(1-r, t-b): Kareem Sayegh, Ben Daniels, Karolina Kalbarczyk, Natsuki Nakamura,
Kahlilah Cooke, Ms. Sarah Dewhurst (sponsor).

STUDCO:

PEN IES 4 PATIE T

DDR
(1-r, t-b): Erick Dietz,lan Slauch,Aramael Pena-Aicantara, Eric Chen, Eunjung
Kim, Celinda Davis, Heather Lin,Wynee Bao, Kevin Li, Revathi Maturi,Amrutha
Kumaran, Ms. Sarah Dewhurst (sponsor).

The spirit of giving was in the air as Uni participated in the Leukemia
& Lymphoma Society's Pasta for Pennies fund-raiser. The money
raised was donated for research, raising awareness, and helping patients out financially. The students were given two weeks to come up
with the most amount of money. To spark a competitive atmosphere,
Student Council divided each grade by gender to compete for a free
pasta party lunch provided by Olive Garden. The method worked
as pennies turned into dollars or even checks from parents. Each
morning, students would crowd around the fund-raiser posters to
look at the progress made. The fund-raiser went on for two weeks
and after all the money was totaled, the most generous class turned
out to be the subbie girls. The school raised over $1700, more than
ever was expected.

H.I.S.S.
(1-r, t-b): Danny Ge,Tej Chajed,AndrewWeatherhead, Mr. Chris Butler (sponsor), lan Slauch, Daniel Cheng, Erick Dietz, Max Sigalov, Michael Meyer.

TIE PilEI If I PEIIY: Students put
their money into their respective
team box with colorful decorations (below). Each day, StudCo
members would total up the money and indicate the amount on
the Pennies for Patients poster
(right).

~

(1-r, t-b): Chris Yoder, Allan Luo,Amy Ding, Diana Liu, Grace Man, Karol
Kalbarczyk, Nora Peterson.
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Buck Walsh, Nile Hamer, Elizabeth Russell, lsaure Hostetter, Nora
Sian Best.

Green
(1-r, t-b): Simone Ballard, Sophie Shenk, Katie Buzard, Lisa Boyce, Erika Belmont,
Mike Zhivov, Kelly Mover, Brittany Scheid, Maria Gao, Katherine Floess, Kathy
Qiu, Mr. David Stone (sponsor), Sian Best, Hanan Jaber, Marina Shah, Amalia
Dolan, Aishwarya Gautam, Ashley Tapping.

lnventor·s Club

Japan

(1-r, t-b): Mr. David Bergandine (sponsor),Tej Chajed,AndrewWeatherhead,
Elizabeth Allen, Eric Fritzsche, Daniel Cheng, Horace Wang, Danny Ge, Diana
Liu,Amy Ding,.

(1-r, t-b): Erick Dietz,Abigail Radnitzer, Rohit Palekar, Sensei Hiroko Ito (sponsor),Vaishnavi Giridaran, Natsuki Nakamura, Zach Karol-Gold. Not pictured:
Max Sigalov.

Kung Fu

LIFE

(1-r, t-b): Eunjung Kim, jeremy Kemball, Stef Senior, Seth Bull, Chris Mathy,Andrew Lovdahi,Jack Gillette,Jack Feser, Robert Diehi,John Hadley, Jared Doyle,
Austin Black, Katayun Salehi, Celinda Davis,Yulun Wu,Jasper Maniates-Selvin,
Charlie Bullock, Margarita Mouschovias, Katherine Floess, Cristina Gratton,
Serena Schatz, Raina Martens, Carl Haken, Mr. Steve Rayburn (sponsor), Soren
Rasmussen,Aiex Gruebele.

(1-r, t-b): Daniel Cheng, Erin Berl, Petra Rantanen, Amanda Hwu, Dillon
Price.
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Manga
(1-r, t-b): Greg Atherton, Rob Diehl, Jack Gillette,Jack Feser.

Ping Pong
(1-r, t-b): Henry Carlton, Ben Zehr, Ezra Winter-Nelson, Johnny Shapley, Mohammad Jaber, Francois Doss in, Robbie McMillen, Ryosuke Minami, Ian Slauch,
John Vaughen, Greg Atherton, Carl Haken, Juan Chapa, Aishwarya Gautam,
Charlie Bullock,John Hadley.

Last year, the S4BW Cajun dinner was a huge
success and this year during Valentine's Day
weekend, the club cooked a Hearty Pasta dinner
for students, faculty, and family. Tickets were
$6 per person and the night's proceeds went to
the American Cancer Society. Club members
began preparing early in the afternoon in order
to be ready with the food at 6:30 p.m. In addition to the entree options of a marinara sauce,
chicken alfredo, or a baked ziti, there was also an
abundance of desserts that diners could choose
from. When guests arrived, the area looked
picture-perfect with red, white, and pink decorations everywhere. The night's music brought
everything together: Ms. Frances Harris' klezmer
band livened up the crowd while Shoompie, a
band made up of Uni upperclassmen, brought a
jazzy feel. The dinner ended smoothly as guests
went home satisfied, with S4BW making nearly
$1000 dollars.
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Music
(1-r, t-b): Sissy Michael, Chelsea Edwards, Petra Rantanen, Wynee Bao, Lisa
Sproat, Serena Schatz, Katherine Floess, Leif Hague, Kevin Li.

Queer Straight Alliance
(1-r, t-b): Andrew LaPointe, Stephanie Overmier,Anna Gooier, Laura Dripps,
Mr. Gene Bild, Zack Goldberg, lsabeiVazquez,Jessi Sullivan, Jamie Blue, Marie
Lilly, Or Ashkenazi, Maia Gersten,Tianna Pittenger, Martha Yoshida, Lizzy Warner, Deborah Ladd,Aiexx Engles, Mr. Billy Vaughn (sponsor), Caroline Brown,
Kahlilah Cooke, Leah Malkovich.

Obama
(1-r, t-b): Andrew Lumetta, Charlotte Popetz, Lyric Simms, Halley PollockMuskin,Amnahir Pena-Aicantara,AiexValdez, Matthew Meyer.

Odyssey

of the Mind

(1-r, t-b): Abigail Radnitzer, Rohit Palekar, Sensei Hiroko Ito (sponsor), Chris
Nguyen, Sarah Heffley, Leah Malkovich, Sydney Muchnik, Ezra Winter-Nelson,
Marie Lilly.

RIF RAF

S4BW

(1-r, t-b): Erick Dietz, Greg Atherton, ian Slauch, Ms. Frances Harris (sponsor),
Hanan Jaber, Marina Shah, Max Sigalov,Amalia Dolan.

(1-r, t-b): Brittany Scheid, Lisa Boyce, lsaure Hostetter; Ben Daniels,Amy Ding,
Chum in Gao, Erika Belmont, Elizabeth Russell, Rohit Palekar,Abigail Radnitzer,
Leah Malkovich, Kelly Mover, Nora Peterson, Diana Liu, Hadley Hauser, Maria
Gao, Katherine Allen, Revathi Maturi,Avanti Chajed, Rachel Hyman, Natsuki
Nakamura, Karolina Kalbarczyk, Sian Best.
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This year, the highly anticipated Lock-In was once again a successful event that provided entertainment, food, and dancing.
UFU organized the charity event for their club's mission of
spreading awareness and giving relief to the ongoing situation
in Uganda. Juniors and seniors paid $20 dollars ($25 at the
door) to stay for the entire duration of time from 9 p.m. to 7
a.m. the next day, while for $10, sophomores were allowed to
partake in the activities until midnight. The students showed
off their moves as the evening started off with a dance on the
first floor hallway. As the Lock-In continued on, the all-nighters were provided with an assortment of entertainment, such
as a performance from local musicians Patrick and Adrian
Mustain. A midnight dodgeball game in Uni Gym was organized and was a great way to let loose the stress of school.
If running around wasn't appealing, playing cards or eating
the delicious food donated by various restaurants, such as
Monical's and Pakera Bakery, were also enjoyable past-times.
All in all, the Lock-In was a fantastic way to spend the night
for a good cause that raised over $1000.

Sexual Health Awareness Group

Star Trek

(1-r, t-b): Dax Earl, Brandon Lin,Anna Gooier, Zack Goldberg,Tianna Pittenger,
Leah Brown, Ms.Andi Phillips (sponsor), Hoda Sayegh, Rodney LeNoir,Aiexx
Engles, Chris Nguyen, Or Ashkenazi, Sidanth Madhubalan,Tahar Bowen-Pinto,
Lor Sligar, Caroline Brown, Lizzy Warner.

(1-r, t-b): Vivian Robison, Carl Pearson, Paul Miller,Arnav Pamidighantam, Mr.
Craig Russell (sponsor).

Thespjans

Tolkejn

(1-r, t-b): Ms. Barbara Ridenour (sponsor),Anna Gooier, Lauren Piester,Adam
Joseph, James Smith, Sarah Lake-Rayburn, Maria Gao, Brittany Scheid, Zack
Goldberg, Lor Sligar, Laura Voitik. Not Pictured: Tianna Pittenger.

(1-r, t-b): Soren Rasmussen, Charlie Bullock, Carl Haken,John Hadley,Aramael
Pena-Aicantara.
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STUFF

Subbie Math Team

(1-r, t-b): Andrew Lovdahl, Robert Diehl, Zack Goldberg,Anna Gooier, Sierra
Marcum, Mr. Matt Mitchell (sponsor), Paul Miller, Eric Chen, Jeremy Kemball,
Jared Doyle, Margarita Mouschovias, Deren Kudeki, Max Sigalov, Karen Han,
Martha Yoshida.

(1-r, t-b): Petra Rantanen, Henry Carlton, Yulun Wu, Patrick Wong, Melissa
Rosas, Brianna Hajek, Erin Berl, Sunjay Koshy, Max Sigalov, Edo Roth, Chelsea
Edwards, Mr. Gene Bild (sponsor).

UNICEF

United for Uganda

(1-r, t-b): Elen ita Zamora, Emma Coverdill, Sheela Gogula, Fiona Weingartner,
Claire Billingsley, Eleni Yannelis, Katayun Salehi Cristina Gratton, Kevin Li.

(1-r, t-b): Rachel Harmon, Jo Ellen Machesky,Annie Machesky, Mr. Bill Sutton
(sponsor) , Stef Senior, Laura Dripps, lsaure Hostetter, Amrutha Kumaran,
Costas Cangellaris, Alexx Engles, Caroline Brown, Eric Fritzsche, Rachael
Kempe, Emma Coverdill.
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lEADING THE lAY

SFAC and Student Council featured student
leaders changing e S' ho
e

Both Student Council and SFAC made
significant advancements in making the school a
better place. SFAC consists of one representative
from each class and four faculty members. This
year SFAC reviewed and helped revise the current
school-wide drug and alcohol policy, a new student
cell phone policy, and reviewed the Agora Days'
rules to encourage diverse educational classes
and fairer scheduling. After discussing each item
amongst the committee , SFAC members took the
new ideas to their fellow classmates prior to formalizing their final recommendation.
On the other hand , Student Council , led by
executive officers Isaac Chambers, Alan Liang, and
Natsuki Nakamura, worked with the athletic department to create a school spirit program including punch cards entered into a raffle and t-shirts that get you in for free at games to
encourage attendance. They also participated in a student council exchange with the
academically comporable IMSA. Student Council also organized X-Week, dances ,
Spirit Week that seemed to be more boisterous than in recent years, and an ice skating
night and a movie night for the school to enjoy. As a more traditional role , Student
Council attempted to organize clubs , and approved many new clubs such as Obama
Club and Club Rock ' n' Roll .

Executive Officers

SFAC
(1-r, t-b): Mr. Craig Russell, Adam Joseph, Ms. Sue Kovacs, Mr.
Joel Beesley, Edo Roth, Christina Harden, Karolina Kalbarczyk.
Laura Dripps

Senior Class Officers

(1-r, t-b): Alan Liang (Vice Pres.), Isaac Chambers (Pres.), (1-r, t-b): Nish Nookala (Sec./Tres.), Elaine Gu (Vice
Natsuki Nakamura (Sec./Tres.).
Pres.), Kareem Sayegh (Pres.).

Sophomore Class Officers
(1-r, t-b):Wynee Bao (Vice Pres.), Michael Meyer (Pres.),
Revathi Maturi (Sec,/Tres.).
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Freshman Class Officers

Subbie Class Officers

(1-r, t-b): Jamie Blue (Pres.),Annie Rong (Sec,/Tres,), (1-r, t-b): Katie Cox (Pres.), Alex Mestre (Vice Pres.)
Marie Lilly (Vice Pres.).
James Boyle (Sec./Tres.).

SPREADING THE lORD

Uni's publications used various medi. to docume t .e events of the year
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GARGOYLE WEBSITE

Every seventh period, the yearbook staff takes over the Mac Lab to produce
the annual book handed out at the end of the year. The book continued to be all
color, continuing the change from last year. Students collect photos and make
layouts and compile them into an end product that reflects the memories of the
past year.
The Video Team, an extension of Yearbook, helped produce the sport athletic award videos , using parodies and editing footage for the amusement of the
award ceremonies' audiences.
The World Wide Web class worked hard all year to produce a brand new
home page for Uni , rewriting all of the information, and ended with a spiffy new
product that looks very similar to the new University of illinois website.
Unique , an annual student-produced publication, printed a booklet of poems ,
photos , art, and other literary works that were submitted by Uni students. This
year, Unique also had several bake sales to raise money for cash prizes for a
writing contest they held.
In Journalism, students wrote articles and produced slide shows for the Online
Gargoyle. Like the Uni homepage, the OG went through a new design change
when new features were added to the site. They had constant coverage on the
director search , many in-depth analyses about current events , and detailed recaps
of all of the sporting events. Students could easily find out the news by accessing
the website. The OG was a NSPA Online Pacemaker finalist for the third year in
a row.

Yearbook

Gargoyle

(1-r, t-b): Linda Ly,Tianna Pittenger,Avanti Chajed,Jack Snyder,
Andrew LaPointe, Malcolm Taylor. Not Pictured: Maria Gao,
Adam Joseph, Natsuki Nakamura.

(1-r, t-b ): Jason He, Diana Liu, Brittany Scheid, Isaac Chambers, Chris Yoder, Lauren Pi ester, Danny
Ge, Mr. David Porecca,Will Fernandez, Kahlilah Cooke, SindhaAgha, Deborah Ladd, Lizzy Warner,
Erika Belmont, Maritza Mestre, Katy Metcalf, Revathi Maturi, Eleni Yannelis, Elaine Gu, Rachel
Skoza, Lor Sligar, Katherine Allen.

World Wide Web

UNIQUE

Video Team

(1-r, t-b): Neil Pearson, Adam Joseph, Miles Ross, Ben (1-r, t-b): Sierra Marcum, Anna Gooier, Isabel Vazquez, (1-r, t-b): Adam Tiouririne, Eddie Diazmunoz, Isaac
Stephanie Overmier, Elizabeth Russell, Lisa Boyce, Lor
Lee, Sol Robinson. Not pictured: Isaac Chambers.
Chambers.
Sligar, Katie Buzard, Katherine Allen, Grace Man, Kareem
Sayegh, Diana Liu, Hadley Hauser, Andrew LaPointe,
Ms.Eiizabeth Majerus.
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1&

Joel Beesley Computer Literacy 1&2, Yearbook, World Wide Web, Boys Basketball
Coach; David Bergandine Intra Chemistry, Chemistry A, B, D, Tennis Coach;
Gene Bild Algebra II, Advanced Topics, Subbie Math Team Sponsor; loana Boca
Geometry, Ace. Calculus I, II/III, Jr./Sr. Math Team Sponsor; Kathleen Booth
Technology Support Specialist; Warren Buck Algebra I, Geometry; Chris Butler
Modem History, World Since 1945, World History, Senior Class Sponsor, Habitat for
Humanity Sponsor; Jim Carrubba Intra Physics, Physics A, B, C, WYSE Sponsor;
Lisa Castor Accountant

Karen Cooley Director of Advancement; Pam Curtis Advancement Secretary;
Sarah Dewhurst Guidance Counselor, Subbie Buddy Sponsor, Junior Class Sponsor;
Steve Epperson Interim Director/Principal; Lisa Evans Studio Art 1&2, Interrelated
Arts; Jenna Finch Intensive Spanish 1&2, Spanish 1, Senior Class Sponsor; John
Garvey French 1&2, Computer Literacy 1&2, Chess Team Coach; Barb Gerdes
Office Manager; Rachel Green Guidance Counselor

Frances Harris Librarian, Computer Literacy 1&2; Hiroko Ito Japanese 1-4,
Sophomore Class Sponsor; Susan Kovacs Assistant Director/Principal; Suzanne
Linder Sophomore English, Utopia/Dystopia, Social Advocacy 1&2 Sophomore
Class Sponsor; Ellen Lindsey Office Support Specialist, SSO; Lynda Lopez French
3&4; Elizabeth Majerus Creative Writing, Sophomore English, 19th Century Novel,
English Department Head, Unique Advisor; Lisa Micele Director of College Counseling, Junior Class Sponsor, Student Services Department Head; Matt Mitchell
African-American Literature, Coming-of-Age Novel

Janet Morford Intra to Social Studies, Subbie Class Sponsor, Social Studies Department Head; Patricia Morris Natural/Earth Sciences, Science Department Head;
Rebecca Murphy Physical Education, Girls Basketball Coach; Rick Murphy Chorus, Orchestra, Music Theory, Jazz Band 1&2, Madrigals, Interrelated Arts, Student
Council Sponsor, Subbie Boys Basketball Coach, Fine Arts Department Head; Doug
Mynatt Physical Education, Cross Country Coach, Track and Field Coach, Habitat
for Humanity Sponsor; Gwyn Ortiz Office Administrator; Andi Phillips Health;
David Porreca Journalism, Gargoyle Advisor; Steve Rayburn Subfreshman English,
Shakespeare, Hero's Journey, Freshman Class Sponsor
Barbara Ridenour Interrelated Arts, Theatre Arts 1&2, Film Study, Multimedia
Production; Craig Russell Statistics, Algebra 1&2, Math Department Head; Natalie
Sapkarov Graduate Library Assistant; Runelle Shriver Senior Library Specialist;
Greg Smith Computer Literacy 1&2, Computer Programming, Multimedia Production, Computer Science Department Head; David Stone Intra Biology, Biology A, B,
D, Exploravision Sponsor; Adele Suslick Freshman English, Hero's Journey, Shakespeare; Bill Sutton U.S. History, American History Seminar, Habitat for Humanity
Sponsor; Rachel Tyson Calculus 1

Billy Vaughn Intra to Philosophy, Intra to Anthropology, World History, Modem
History; Sally Walker Physical Education, Athletic Director, Physical Education
Department Head; Paul Weilmuenster German 1-4, Foreign Language Department
Head; Krisanna Zusman Latin 1-4, Subbie Class Sponsor

2008-2009

FACUlTY/STAFF

WORKING
TOGRIER

Experienced faculty
members play multiple
roles in school~s success

The faculty of Uni can be called the glue that
holds the entire school together. Without the faculty,
Uni would not be the great and unique school that it
is , and this year the faculty really stood out.
This summer, math department executive teacher
Mr. Craig Russell received the Edyth May Sliffe
Award for Distinguished High School Mathematics Teaching. He now joins Mr. Gene Bild and Ms.
Elizabeth Jockusch as Uni math teachers to receive
the award .
Also gaining some recognition for her work, Ms.
Elizabeth Majerus made her fifth publication with
"Middle American Sonnet" in literary journal Great
River Review in the Fall/Winter 2009 issue. On the
art side, Ms. Lisa Evans is not only an accomplished
artist but she also wrote "While My Keytar Gently
Beeps," a sketch in The Second City comedy club
in Chicago.
Besides awards , this year Uni faculty took on
some additional responsibilities. Those responsibilities ranged from having to carry prox cards to access
the building, shamelessly dancing or racing during
the Spirit Week assembly, and helping decide who
will lead our school next year.
Three faculty members served on the eightperson committee that led the search for Uni 's new
director, namely math department head Mr. Russell ,
biology teacher Mr. David Stone , and social studies
teacher Mr. Billy Vaughn. The rest of the committee
was made up of parents , U of I faculty, and members
of the community.
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SlATS

Dogs owned by biology teacher and dogtrainer Mr. David Stone.

6,552 Comic books owned by math teacher
Mr. Gene Bild, all available to read during his
Agora Days class.

151

Flowcharts created and posted on the
web by history teacher Mr. Chris Butler.

50 Number of model rockets owned by Mr.
Greg Smith. Mr. Smith is the Director of Operations with the Central Illinois Aerospace.

18

WHITS IP, CHAMPit: Mr. Joel Beesley celebrates the chess team's first place victory at
State with their first board champion, senior
Gordon Ruan.

II MISClE: Dr. Steve Epperson and Ms. Sue Kovacs
watch Jimmie Briggs speak
to the school. Epperson and
Kovacs have proved to be a
great pair of administrators
over the past two years.

ROCK ON: Ms. Ellen
Lindsey and Ms. Sarah Dewhurst dressed
as members of KISS
for Halloween, but Ms.
Sue Kovacs chose a
more traditional outfit.

SPElliNG OIT: Executive history teacher Ms.
Janet Morford teaches
her class the importance
of remembering history.
She has taken over the
subbie oral history project since her arrival at
Uni.
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Grace Anastasio
Wyatt Bensken
Erin Berl
Caroline Beshers
James Boyle

Henry Carlton
Kody Carmody
Vickie Chang
Katie Cox
Chelsea Edwards

Miriam Ferede
Andrew Ferguson
Abbi Frings
Jefferson Fu
Jack Gillette

David Gong
Leif Hague
Brianna Hajek
Emma Hoyer
Greyson Inman

Nealay Kalita
Ariana Kamberelis
Tarik Koric
Sunjay Koshy
Gabby Kozlowski

Ryan Kuck
Stirling Lemme
Daniel Lian
Ella Lubienski
Andrew Lumetta

Jo Ellen Machesky
Ariana Martinez
Ryan McAllister
Megan McBride
Alex Mestre
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Matthew Meyer
Bissy Michael
Karena Mitchell
Liam Moersch
Chae Won Park

Amnahir Pena-Aicantara
Halley Pollock-Muskin
Charlotte Popetz
Sherry Qiu
Evan Ramos

Paul Seeley
Petra Rantanen
Andrew Richardson
Melissa Rosas
Edo Roth

George Ruan
MaxSigalov
Lyric Simms
Kaila Simpson
Chris Sligar

Veronika Sowers
Freddie Stavins
Juliana Trach
Alex Valdez
Sarah Vaughen

Aaron Wilson
Patrick Wong
Yulun Wu
JuliaZuo

ClASS OF 2013

SUBFRESHMEN
81

On his experiences with the Obama
Inauguration and Junior Presidential Youth Inaugural Conference:

"The experience of the Inauguration was amazing. Just by being there I was part of history. I got
to see the inauguration of the first
Mrican-American president. I was
able to see unprecedented crowds.
I can say I was there. I can say I
was part of history.
I was able to hear Gen. Colin
Powell and former Vice President
AI Gore speak. These two great
people really opened my eyes to
how big this event is. They helped
me be a better leader."

1. RNING AGRADE: George Ruan and Daniel Lian pose on top of the Uni urns during Computer Literacy class.
Students wandered Uni practicing their photography skills.

2. SUPPORT GROUP: Edo Roth, Abbi Frings, Veronika Sowers, Sissy Michael, and Megan McBride watch a
home subbie boys basketball game. Subbies students packed the stands to cheer on both teams this year.

3. HOW W OlD YO liKE THAT COOIEDil: Aaron Wilson graciously offers himself as a donation. Despite
Wilson's offer, Uni did actually donate heaping boxes of food to the Eastern Illinois Foodbank.

4. P SING AWAY: Jefferson Fu makes sure that he gives his best pose possible.
5. SHAlE IT: Leif Hague does a wild dance at the Howdy Hop in August, attracting attention and breaking the
ice with his new classmates.
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SlATS

Subbies used rolling backpacks at
the start of the year. These students
(Sunjay Koshy, Matthew Meyer, Liam
Moersch, and Yulun Wu) were also
known as "Luggage Subbies."

6

Subbies won awards in drawing
contests.

45 Minutes Max Sigalov spends on
6DCILE MLI DUE YOU: Evan Ramos dresses in an Elmo t-shirt in honor of Cartoon/Superhero day.
1. ENVIRONMENTAllY FRIENDLY: Charlotte Popetz decided to save some trees and use herself as the paper.
8. WILD MAN: Chris Sligar is caught outside letting out his animal instinct.
9. THE FIREMAN: During the annual fire extinguisher day in subbie science, Matthew Meyer extinguishes the flame.
Students are taught how to properly use an extinguisher by a member of the Urbana Fire Department.

average nightly completing science
homework.

2

More hours Stirling Lemme spends
on homework at Uni than when he attended UMS.

10. THE STACKS: Petra Rantanen and Erin Berllook for new books to read.
n. CAUGHT YA: Max Sigalov is startled in the hallway attempting to read the club announcements.
12. QUICK CliCK: Ariana Kamberelis offers Abbi Frings a piggyback ride prior to taking their yearbook photo.
13. DOWN GOES JACK: Nealay Kalita shows little compassion for Jack Gillette in the parking lot.
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Or Ashkenazi
Andrea Bajcsy
Jamie Blue
Tahar Bowen-Pinto
Leah Brown

Charlie Bullock
Juan Chapa
Nicholas Cho
Hye Ji Choi
Tanya Denisova

Amalia Dolan
Francois Dossin
Rosa Druker
Dax Earl
Joe Easley

Will Erickson
Aishwarya Gautam
Maia Gersten
Vivian Hagerty
John Hadley II

Carl Haken
Christina Harden
Jason He
Sarah Heffley
Edward Hsieh

Hanan Jaber
Hannah Johlas
Luke Karmazin
lain Konigsberg
Kevin Kuo

Thomas Lawless
DeAndre LeNoir
Marie Lilly
Brandon Lin
Sidanth Madhubalan
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Leah Malkovich
AJ Martinez
Robbie McMillen
Ryosuke Minami
Brendan Morales-Doyle

Steven Morse
Sydney Muchnik
Milee Nelson
Chris Nguyen
Rohit Palekar

Aramael Pena-Aicantara
Kathy Qiu
Abigail Radnitzer
Soren Rasmussen
Annie Rong

Anna Rubakhina
Hoda Sayegh
Conrad Schloer
Marina Shah
Johnny Shapley

Joey Smith
Joseph Song
Sarah Sutter
Ashley Tapping
Shruti Vaidya

Max Walker
Simeon Washington
Ezra Winter-Nelson

CLASS OF 2012

FRESHMEN
85

SlATS

11 Boys out of 34 in the Class of
2012 joined the boys basketball
team this year.

11 Freshmen have siblings that
are Uni grads or current students.

5

Freshmen participated as the
chorus of the spring musical,
West Side Story.

6 Transfers in the Class of 2012:
Nicholas Cho, Francois Dossin,
John Hadley II, Kevin Kuo, Robbie McMillen, and Milee Nelson.

1. All DOllED UP: Rohit Palekar and Or Ashkenazi pause for a picture during Winter Formal.
2. RIDING ON: Tahar Bowen-Pinto takes a ride down the hallway on classmate Sidanth Madhubalan's back.
3. SHOWING CULTURE: Marie Lilly takes a break from eating her array of foods from around the world during Uni's
second annual Culture Fair.

4. SEPARATED AT BIRTHil: Andrea Bajcsy and Marina Shah pose for a picture on Twin day during Spirit Week.
5. TIME OUT: Aishwarya Gautam takes a break from her studies to do some knitting. A knitting club was created
this year to help future knitters learn and share.
6. FRIENDSHIP: Vivian Hagerty makes a new furry friend during the Orientation Picnic held at Crystal Lake Park.
1. GffiiNG CRAnY: Carl Haken shows off a prop he made for his English class presentation.
8. ACTING OUT: Hye Ji Choi puts on her most excited face while preforming a scene from Black Boy for English.
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SPOTliGHT:

CHRIS NGUYEN

"I started hockey because it just
looked really fun when I went to the
ice rink for my sister's ice skating
lessons. What I really enjoy about
hockey is the speed, intensity, and
physicality of the game. Hockey
just gets my heart pumping and
gets the adrenaline going through
my body, anticipating what am I
going to do next and where am I
going to go. My team is relatively
big, with some of the other teams'
parents questioning whether or not
our players are the right age. This
year has been relatively good and
I hope to continue hockey as I get
older."

9. MONKEY BUSINESS: Leah Brown and Hoda Sayegh appear to be the missing link between man and
monkey we've been looking for.

10. MONEY HUNGRY: Simeon Washington takes a dare to eat a pepper for a dollar. Washington did live
through the process.

11. FLEXIBILITY: Rodney LeNoir shows his flexibility during a school dance as he busts a move.
12. WEATHER MAN: Johnny Shapley uses his powers to separate the clouds and end global warming.
13. HAPPINESS IS: Joey Smith enjoys a chuckle in the hallway. The freshman class frequently got in trouble
throughout the year for laughing too often and loud.

14. ALARM BROKENil: Despite her "just-woke-up" appearance, Maia Gersten carefully assembled her costume to be "your mom."
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Albert Anastasio
Simone Ballard
Wynee Bao
Claire Billingsley
Austin Black

Seth Bull
Eric Chen
Jenny Cooke
Kahlilah Cooke
Emma Coverdill

John D'Angelo
Celinda Davis
Erick Dietz
Will Fernandez
Jack Feser

Katherine Floess
Sheela Gogula
Ollie Goldbart
Cristina Gratton
Alex Gruebele

Ashley Huddson
Amanda Hwu
Eli Hyman
Mohammad Jaber
Adam Joseph

Isaac Joy
Rachael Kempe
Jay Kesan
Eunjung Kim
Ryan Ko

Zach Koroi-Gold
Amrutha Kumaran
Kevin Li
Heather Lin
Raina Martens
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Claire Liu
Chris Mathy
Revathi Maturi
Katy Metcalf
Michael Meyer

Allen Miller
Margarita Mouschovias
Charlie Newman
Lilli Pearson
Dillon Price

Sol Robinson
Miles Ross
Katayun Salehi
Serena Schatz
Stef Senior

Ziran Shang
Warren Skoza
lan Slauch
Lisa Sproat
John Vaughen

Buck Walsh
Fiona Weingartner
Victoria Wong
Eleni Yannelis
Martha Yoshida

Elenita Zamora
Benjamin Zehr
Mike Zhivov

ClASS OF 2011

SOPHOMORES
89

SlATS

15 Hats Charlie Newman owns.
6 Transfers in the Class of 2011:
Mohammed Jaber, Eunjung Kim ,
Raina Martens, John Vaughen,
Victoria Wong, and Ben Zehr.

20 Sophomores who took the AMC
10/12, the first step towards the US
Math Olympiad, this year.

40 Dollars Mike Zhivov spends
eating out in an average week.
Zorbas and Za's are his preferred
eateries.
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1. CAUGHT IN HEADliGHTS: Stet Senior is shocked while trying to ehjoy her culture fair meal.
2. PROTECTED: Zach Karol-Gold and Dillon Price protect Chris Mathy from anyone interfering with his consumption of his lunch.

3. SOLID HElP: Sol Robinson awaits instructions to send out another set of parents on Senior Night. Robinson
joined the boys basketball team coaching staff in January.
4. 1lliNOIS PRIDE Eunjung Kim and Heather Lin sport their matching lllini wear during Spirt Week.
5. GOOD TIMES: Kevin Li is happy about all the fun things going on in his life.
6. STRENGTH OF ABUll: Seth Bull continues to weight train by carrying all his baggage around school.
1. AlWAYS HAPPY: Amanda Hwu flashes one of her characteristic smiles in class.
8. WINTER WONDERlAND: Jenny Cooke and Katy Metcalf make snow angels outside of Uni. The students
enjoyed a well timed snow day in January this year.
9. PRIVATE SPACE: Serena Schatz does not like people invading her private space.

"I came to Uni High because
my stepfather got a job here at the
University of Illinois. I was born
in California, then moved to New
York, then to Massachusetts where
I lived in Brooklyn for most of my
life until I moved here.
"Uni is a lot smaller than my
previous schools so you know everyone better, and it's got vending

machines that are actually restocked.
"The teachers are a lot more personal and willing to give you some
one-on-one time if you're confused or
simply want to do more.
"I'm addicted to various forms
of Internet entertainment. I like to
read, carve chalk, draw, study various
plants and insects, and climb whatever
I can."

10. STUDIOUS STUDS: Buck Walsh and Ian Slauch makes sure that they get everything done right in math class.
11. WRAPPING UP: Celinda Davis and Ashley Huddson have fun with some bubble-wrap outside of Uni.
12. PICTURE PERFECT: Albert Anastasio and Ryan Ko look sharp at this year's Winter Formal held at the lllini Union.
13. HOTDOG HElPER: Rachael Kempe is excited to get some relish on her hotdog at the Orientation Picnic.
14. GOING HARD: Austin Black and Ziran Shang give it their all in the 100 yard dash fitness test. Both Black and Shang were members of this year's boys cross
country team and track and field team.
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SindhaAgha
Elizabeth Allen
Katherine Allen
Langston Allston-Yeagle
Erika Belmont

Tuli Sera
Sian Best
Lisa Boyce
Miles Bribriesco
Katie Buzard

Costas Cangellaris
Tej Chajed
Daniel Cheng
Eduardo Diazmunoz
Amy Ding

Jared Doyle
Laura Dripps
Alexx Engles
Eric Fritzsche
Chumin Gao

Maria Gao
Danny Ge
Zack Goldberg
Anna Gooier
Nile Hamer

Rachel Harmon
Hadley Hauser
lsaure Hostetter
Loic Hostetter
Andrew LaPointe

Ben Lee
Dan Lilly
Diana Liu
Linda Ly
Grace Man
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Jasper Maniates-Selvin
Maritza Mestre
Kelly Mover
Stephanie Overmier
Arnav Pamidighantam

Daniel Pearlstein
Neil Pearson
Nora Peterson
Tianna Pittenger
Terry Qi

Vivian Robison
Elizabeth Russell
Brittany Scheid
Ethan Schiller
Sophie Shenk

Gabe Smith
Nathan Smith
Jack Snyder
Cheyenne Stewart
Ben Suslick

Isabel Vazquez
Horace Wang
Andrew Weatherhead
Daniel Wilson
Michelle Wong

Chris Yoder

ClASS OF 2010

JUNIORS
93

"I love ballet. It's such a big part of
me. It provides a common interest
with my peers, companionship, and
physical exhilaration that I can't get
from fitness class. Seriously though,
ballet has gradually become my whole
life through years of caring instruction
in this particular art form and interesting people helping along the way.
I've especially enjoyed participating
in the Nutcracker. For the past 7 years,

1. COOl KIDS: Ethan Schiller and Erika Belmont pose dramatically at the Winter Formal,
looking suave and fabulous, respectively.

2. SEEING DOUBLE: Zack Goldberg and Anna Gooier wait to be judged on their outfits in the
gym. The couple dressed as each other for Twin day.
3. SHARP SHOOTER: Elizabeth Allen unleashes her deadly cannon during the junior vs. senior
dodgeball game at this year's Lock-ln. Unfortunately, in most of the matches, the juniors
lost.
4. SUPER CUTE: Nora Peterson and Hadley Hauser both don their superhero disguises during Spirit Week to help support their class.
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I've been part of the mass production
that takes place annually. I really enjoyed this year, when I was able to star
in the show as the lead, Clara. It was
a really big break for me, and I hope
to be able to get other important roles
in the future. Being on the stage is an
unexplainable and thrilling experience
I'm glad to have at this part of my life
because it is inspiring me to become
the best I can be."

5

SliTS

Juniors have not taken Drivers
Education yet.

32

Seconds separating twins
lsaure and Loic Hostetter's birth.
lsaure frequently reminds him of
who is older.

5. LIM-BER: Brittany Scheid attempts to clear the bar during the limbo
competition at Spirt Week.

6. RED-Y TO WORK: Stephanie Overmier sits with her red laptop that

12 Hours spent a week by Daniel
Cheng practicing the piano daily. He
has won many awards for his music.

compliments her red hair, shirt, and shoes.

1. LATE NIGHT CARD SHARKS: Andrew Weatherhead and Jasper Maniates-Selvin deal out cards for a game of Kemps during the Lock-ln.
8. BENEil: Neil Pearson and Ben Lee look "picturesque" together on
picture day. Could they be one person?
9. SlEEPY HEA : Rachel Harmon takes a well deserved nap in the
lounge, where many got their needed sleep.
10. PRESS REP INT: Tianna Pittenger demonstrates the area of her
head that if pushed, will immediately open her mouth.
11. SlEEPY STUDENTS: Langston Allston-Yeagle yawns blatantly in
class. The junior class reports an average of only about 7.5 hours of
sleep a night.
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Gigabytes used up solely by
music files on Ben Suslick's 160 GB
iPod. It never leaves his side.
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Jasmine Alvarado becomes a millionaire overnight when her stock in Carmel Com skyrockets. Gregory Atherton singlehandedly sculpts the largest scale model of a cat in the world that purs when touched. Daniel Borup , after not quite making
it big in the world of comedy, settles for watching Nascar all day and opening a deep ..fried fast-food chain called McDaniel.
Caroline Brown decides to return to her roots and giggles and frolics with her fellow llamas. Holden Bucher practices
soccer everyday to become the next Ronaldinho, but the dreads don't work out with his hair. Avanti Chajed discovers what
love is and is the best mother her kids could ask for. Isaac Chambers replaces the ailing Steve Jobs as head of Apple and
always has the newest Apple product in his pocket for easy access. Benjamin Daniels finds the secret to flight when he
discovers the hidden button on his Airwalks. Robert Diehl becomes the next game show host of Jeopardy and never has
to look at the answers. Clement Dossin , while thoughtlessly tossling his hair in frustration, gets kidnapped by L'Oreal and
tested on to discover the secret of his soft hair. Jacob Druker proudly creates a journal solely devoted to his philosophical
and historical articles. Vaishnavi Giridaran grows to be 5' 11" and stays in shape with regular 5Ks. Sheri Grill moves away
to a big city and buys a large house to throw parties in. Elaine Gu goes beyond cross-country and runs cross-continent,
ending up in Korea to marry Nate Kim, her first and only true love. Karen Han is the first to write, produce, act in, sing
in, and play oboe for a Broadway musical. Jason He joins the Secret Service where he successfully compiles information
on everyone around him. Carter Hutchens goes to Argentina and finds himself a beautiful Argentinean woman. Rachel
Hyman becomes an ambassador for Europe but then comes back to work for S4BW. Karolina Kalbarczyk, at the ripe
age of 16, becomes rich with her own tutu line, particularly attached to her first tutu, affectionately named Tatiana. Jeremy
Kemball stars in a new season of South Park all about Butters taking over the world. Alan Kessler joins the NBA, but is
soon recruited by the NFL when they see his tackling potential. Noel Knox returns to Uni to officially start and coach a
Uni High football team. Deren Kudeki masters the Force so that he never has to work again. Deborah Ladd gets her face
mass-distributed when she becomes the new face of Little Debbie snacks. Sarah Lake-Rayburn sets a trend in Hollywood
with her knitted, striped beanie hats and her staple tissue box accessory. Hannah Leskosky is the second one in her family to have a character in X-Files named after her (Bambi Berembaum's lovechild). Madeline Levin teaches sexual health
to kindergartners who will pronounce it "pooh-berty." Alan Liang, after years of studying and intensive training, masters
everything there is to master and defeats the standardized test so that no one has to take one ever again. Andrew Lovdahl
starts a quick-shipping gift-wrapping service (delivered via bicycle) whose motto is, "There's no time like the present."
Allan Luo becomes a doctor, curing illness and general uncleanliness with his Chinese medicine. Cheng Luo becomes a
judge on Project Runway, inspiring viewers worldwide to embrace their inner fashionista. Anne Machesky , donning her
Wisconsin cheesehead, makes friends with children across the world and lives off of their joyous smiles. Sierra Marcum
writes the next big thing since Harry Potter. Paul Miller is the first animator ever to go 4-D. Natsuki Nakamura dies
young from an ulcer irritated by stress. Arif Nelson , bored, gets addicted to online gambling in Las Vegas to pass the time.
Nishant Nookala opens a restaurant that puts Bombay Grill out of business. Carl Pearson invents a time machine and
proceeds to travel back in time to mess with history for his amusement. Lauren Piester writes a book on the social dynamics of high school cliques, complete with in-depth interviews from the Class of 2009. Russell Prochaska cultivates fungi
on his skin cells and finally becomes a real Rushroom. Stephen Prochaska uses his GQ coverage as a model to speak out
against social injustices. Gordon Roan abandons his future as a doctor to set up a hamburger truck joint called Gordon's.
Kareem Sayegh travels to France on a tour as a rock star, but has the irresistible urge to knock down the Eiffel Tower. Joy
Shapley, with the moral support from her cat, enters and wins the 16th season of America's Next Top Model. Rachel Skoza
embraces her inner hippie, allowing her to acheive new heights in her basketball career and make every free throw. Laura
Sligar works three different jobs in hopes that she'll meet many cute boys. James Smith lives a low-budget lifestyle, finding bargains at garage sales and stealing cheese dip from Dos Reales. Jessica Stewart gets critical acclaim for designing the
largest purse ever known, while somewhere a poor farmer can't find their dear Bessie. Jessica Sullivan opens a beauty salon for hair and nails, but is soon overwhelmed by the circle of estrogen of it all and sells it off. Malcolm Taylor sanctions
a new book of records, his personal favorite catagory being "Ugliest Person Ever!" Adam Tiouririne, after many years,
publically announces his acceptance of the informal nature of the high-five (down-low?). Laura Voitik puts "Twilight" to
shame when she stars in a significantly less awkward vampire movie. Charlie Wan creates a jukebox that plays every R&B
song, including his own single, "You Are My Wan and Only." Brian Wang founds Wang Enterprises, devoted to thinking
up difficult math problems. Richard Wang enters a pencil-spinning contest and wins with his triple-spin-behind-the-back
technique. Lizzy Warner goes on to be the editor-in-chief of Seventeen under the pseudonym DizzyLizzy. Miguel Zamora
wins bachelor of the year due to his guitar-playing and Spanish-speaking skills.
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"I run into walls evervdav." ·Nate Kim

SubbieYear

New friends and new beginnings at a new school
Paul Miller enters the class already fourteen years old. Lauren
Piester wins class presidency by giving out her thumbtack earrings. Sara Salmon leaves after a quarter. Sarah Lake-Rayburn,
James Smith, and Lor Sligar have a part in The Crucible that
makes it to the lllinois High School State Theatre Festival.
George Bush is re-elected. Elaine Gu and Noel Knox show lots
of promise on subbie cross country. Lizzy W amer buys a candy
gram for everyone in the class. The school gets an unexpected
day off because of a power outage. Alan Liang and Nate Kim
throw a whole-class birthday party together. There are rumors
about the hacking incident. Someone figures out the Karen and
Deren rhyme, and jokes are made since. Jacob Druker wins a
Gold Award in the Scholastic Art & Writing Awards. Greg
Atherton represents our class in Big Show. Loic and Isaure
Hostetter leave for a year in California. Mr. Drevlow leaves.

Couples: Lauren Piester x Carter Hutchens, Annie Machesky
x Chumar Williams, Lauren Piester x Nate Kim, Maddy Levin
x Russell Prochaska, Elaine Gu x Nate Kim, Deborah I.ndd
x Kareem Sayegh, Kaylie Dastrup x Charlie Wan

STORY TIME: Pau I
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lUNCH TIME FUN: Deren Kudeki and Jacob Druker have enjoyed

ARST SPRING FliNG: Sheri Grill and Lor Sligar take time from dancing to pose

each others' company since subbie year.

for a picture.

Freshman Year

A year of breaking and forming new bonds for the future
Adam Tiouririne, Rachel Hyman, Richard Wang, and Xin-Yu
Ruan join our class, although Xin-Yu leaves after a semester. Ms.
Lucken comes to Uni. Sayako Kanazurni and Masahiro Imamura
areJapaneseexchangestudents.DanielBorupbecomesaMadrigal.
Alan Kessler flips out in kickball. Natsuki Nakamura wins the Halloween costume contest dressed as Mario. Kareem Sayegh is told
to stay away from the subbies. Carter Hutchens and Jess Stewart
talk constantly in orchestra. The BC is formed, and everyone laughs
whenever they see line segment BC. Adam Tiouririne becomes the
Voice of the lllineks. The class tries Secret Santas as a way of bonding. Isaac Chambers does everything to plan a class trip to Allerton.
Joy Shapley starts her ''Kerfiuffle" comic. Gossip Girl 101 and
102 inspire a Gargoyle investigation. Charlie Wan, in his wrestling
phase, grows out his hair. Jasmine Alvarado is escorted to prom by
Zhe Gao. Laura Hazlett and Nate Kim leave us. Ms. Yi becomes
Mrs. Kim and leaves.

Couples: Kareem Sayegh x A/exx Engles, Maddy Levin x
Holden Bucher, Kay/a Ginsburg x Kareem Sayegh, Jess Stewan x Carter Hutchens, Caroline Brown x Nate Kim, Rachel
Skozax Allan Luo, Joy Shapley x Jeremy Kemball, Noel Knox
xAngieJin,RachelSkozaxDaniellto,Maddyl..evinxCarter
Hutchens, Annie Machesky x Charlie Wan,Natsuki.Nakamura
x Nathan Domier, IJ:a:y Warner x Nile Hamer.

DRESSING UP:
Caroline Brown and
Masahiro lnamura
show off their costumes on Halloween.

THECUQUE: Freshmen year was filled with clique controversy as members
of the BC distinguished themselves on Twin Day.
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"Dipole-dipole!"· Elaine Gu

Sophomore Year
Uni experiences many
things for the first time

Sarah Dewhurst comes to Uni. The Konan boys basketball
team comes to visit at Halloween. Girls cross country goes
to State. Holden Bucher and Stephen Prochaska, as members
of boys varsity soccer, help beat Central, and fall only one
game short of State. Naho visits and gets in trouble. Andrew
Lovdahl grows a foot or something. Fall play is You Can 't
Take It With You . First Culture Fair, complete with various
delicious foods. Laura Voitik is not blonde anymore. First
UFU Lock-In, which Kayla Ginsburg and Caroline Brown
attend. The " no grinding" policy is enforced. Gossip Girl
returns with a new blog and "hot list," while Deborah Ladd' s
"you luv my gossip" uses super secret code names. Six Flags
trip. Spring musical is Anything Goes. There is the controversy
of the "Tolerance at Uni" editorial, as well as the paid MSA
position. Jessi Sullivan quits track to be quite the defensive
force on soccer. Kayla Ginsburg , Kaylie Dastrup, and Leslie
Hodges leave. Susan Mynatt and Marilyn Upah Bant leave
us. So does Kassie Patton.
Couples: Joy Shapley x Jeremy Kemball, Kareem Sayegh x
Cheyenne Stewart, Jasmine Alvarado x Christopher Fields,
Rachel Hyman x Andrew Lovdahl, Noel Knox x Katie
LaPointe, Noel Knox x Sharajonnie Adams, Annie Machesky
x Nile Hamer, Kareem Sayegh x Alexx Engles.

ENRAPTURED: Jeremy Kemball keeps
the snake from coiling too tight in the
Herpetology class
during Agora Days.

BUILDING CHEMISTRY: James Smith and Kayla Ginsburg learn how to share
and work together in chemistry.

aP. Clement cant e ntalk! Ho did he do well on the historv test~"· Cheng luo

Junior Year

A stress-filled time to prepare for the road ahead
Clement Dossin, Miguel Zamora, and Ben Daniels add some
more diversity to our class. Dr. Steve Epperson takes over as
Uni principal. Uni Gym gets remodeled. Andi Phillips replaces
Dee Dee Wright to teach health. Takayuki Otsuka visits. Arif
Nelson is sure the world will end in 2012. Girls cross country
goes to State, boys soccer makes it to Sectional finals , and girls
volleyball set a school win record. Carl Pearson is the only
bassist in orchestra. Avanti Chajed advances to State Journalism
finals in Yearbook. Fall play is Anne Frank. Several teachers
celebrate new babies. Jeremy Kemball begins his thespian career
in Stud Prod. Vaishnavi Giridaran breaks up the brotherly bond
between Allan and Cheng Luo. Two snow days. Sierra Marcum wins the News-Gazette Readers Writing Contest. Kings
Island trip. Uni High's dance crew, Tempe Fugi, is formed
and premieres at Spring Fling. Spring play is Much Ado About
Nothing. Malcolm Taylor gets second in the 400 Mat State in
boys track. Russell Prochaska and Sheri Grill win Prince and
Princess at prom, which is catered by Maddy Levin and Hannah Leskosky. Nahil Sobh goes back to his other jobs. Richard
Weisbach leaves us.

Couples: Rachel Skoza x Manu Spooner, Laura Voitik x
Zack Goldberg, Lor Sligar x John Wurl, Annie Machesky x
Clement Dossin, Lizzy Warner xAlex Hoiser, DeborahLadd
xRay Peterson,lizzy Warner xHoldenBucher, Sheri Grillx
Russell Prochaska, Joy Shapley x Jeremy Kemball, Jasmine
Alvarado x Christopher Fields, Natsuki Nakamurax Cheng
Luo, Stephen Prochaska x Aran Yoo (x2 ), Kareem Sayeghx
Aran Yoo,Natsuki Nakamurax Ben Daniels, Jacob Druker x
Tianna Pittenger, Malcolm Taylor x Michelle Wong, Jeremy
Kemballx Amanda Hwu, Karolina Kalbarczykx AllanLuo,
Vaishnavi Giridaranx Cheng Luo, KareemSayeghx Shivani
Khanna, Caroline Brown x Ben Daniels, Kareem Sayegh x
Sayuri I..au, Natsuki Nakamura x Kareem Sayegh.

A MASQUERADE
BALL: Ben Daniels takes a break
from dancing and
shows off his
gangster pose.

AJAUY DUO: Clement Dossin and Miguel Zamora woo the ladies with their
smooth sounds at the Winter Surprise party.
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"Skiing ol course as awesome, because vou can't siin Illinois." ·Stephen Prochas a

Senior Year

The Class of 2009 enjoys
their stye r wit U ·
Senior class cookout to kick off the year. Sam Smith resigns
and is replaced by Rachel Green. Uni is repainted and retiled ,
kitchen is redone , and the proxy card security system is supposedly in place. Regular sodas are replaced with only diet
beverages . Martha Yoshida visits. Boys cross country, long
overdue, kicks butt and goes to State. Annie Machesky sets
the record in digs in another successful volleyball season .
Obama is elected. Obama Club started in his honor, while
Jason He starts the more politically accepting Current Events
Club . Nish Nookala makes a 14 pull-up improvement in fitness testing. Richard Wang wins the Siemens Competition .
Winter Surprise Party is cancelled. Robert Diehl and Brian
Wang are named 2008 State Historians of the year. Everyone
stresses over college applications, and then scholarships .
Spirit Week pits the classes against each other. One day of
school is called off due to extreme weather. Rachel Skoza
breaks 1000 points in her basketball career. Principal candidates for next year come to visit Uni . The chess team wins
the State championships, led by Gordon Ruan. Senior trip
to Wisconsin Dells , where Carter Hutchens sprains his wrist
and Karolina Kalbarczyk gets a concussion. Isaac Chambers meets Obama. Greg Atherton and Daniel Borup are
chosen to be Presidential Scholars. A record-high number
of couples fill the senior alcove , lounge , and hallways, an
obvious indication of Class of 2009's improved inter-class
and cross-class dynamics.

Couples: Annie Machesky x Clement Dossin, Sheri Grill x Russell Prochaska, Rachel Skow x Manu Spooner, DeborahLadd
xRay Peterson, Malcolm Taylor x Michelle Wong, Vaishnavi Giridaran x Cheng Luo, Natsuki Nakamura x Kareem
Sayegh, Jasmine Alvarado x Christopher Fields, Joy Shapley
x Ben Daniels, Carter Hutchens x Sindha Agha, Noel Knox x
Amanda Hwu, Maddy Levin x Langston Allston-Yeagle, Arif
Nelson x Chumin Gao, Lor Sligar x Shannon Hoag, Miguel
Zamorax/saure Hostetter, l.o.uren Piester x Carl Pearson, Rachel Hyman x John Wurl, Jess Stewart x Holden Bucher (x2),
Stephen Prochaska x Marit'lll Mestre, Alan liang x Katherine
Allen, Sarah Lake-Rayburn x Jeremy Kemball
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CliiiiPIIIT: A group of
seniors eagerly watch the competitions at the Spirit Week
assembly.

''Rapid_"· Charlie an

THE lUNCH BUNCH:
Charlie Wan takes a
peek at Holden Bucher's hand as they play
cards in the kitchen
during lunch.

BUNDLED UP: The girls
of Cabin 2098 prepare
to hit the slopes during
the senior trip.

GANGSTA: Gordon Ruan, state
chess champ, goes incognito
at Wisconsin Dells in hopes no
one will recognize him.
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Cutest:
Nish Nookala & Natsuki Nakamura
Loudest:
Isaac Chambers & Karen Han
Biggest Mooch:
Carter Hutchens & Sheri Grill
Best Eyes:
Stephen Prochaska & Jess Stewart
Best Singer/Actor:
Daniel Borup & Hannah Leskosky
Most Innocent:
Greg Atherton & Avanti Chajed
Best Dressed:
Cheng Luo & Annie Machesky
Best Hair:
Clement Dossin & Rachel Skoza
Teacher's Pet:
Kareem Sayegh & Sheri Grill
Teacher's Enemy:
Malcolm Taylor & Jasmine Alvarado
Most Likely to be on AIM:
Arif Nelson & Lauren Piester
Best Imaginary Couple:
Charlie Wan & Cheng Luo
Best Couple:
Cheng Luo & Vaishnavi Giridaran
Laziest:
Carter Hutchens & Jasmine Alvarado
Most Likely To Succeed:
Adam T100ririne & Isaac Chambers
& Karolina Kalbarczyk
Shyest:
Paul Miller & Sierra Marcum
Nicest:
Carl Pearson & Avanti Chajed
Most Changed:
Jeremy Kemball & Laura Voitik
Most Opinionated:
Isaac Chambers & Jasmine Alvarado
Most Sensitive:
Holden Bucher & Sarah Lake-Rayburn
Dirtiest Mind:
Kareem Sayegh & Karolina Kalbarczyk
Most Colorful:
Clement Dossin & Caroline Brown
Most Likely to be Jailed:
Russell Prochaska & Jasmine Alvarado
Most Addicted to Facebook:
Jason He & Lor Sligar
Most Likely to be Texting:
James Smith & Deborah Ladd
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Biggest Flirt:
Miguel Zamora & Lor Sligar

Most Athletic:
Malcolm Taylor & Rachel Skoza

Most Original:
Kareem Sayegh & Hannah Leskosky

Most Artistic:
Alan Uang & Rachel Skoza & Sierra
Marcum

Next Ruler of the World:
Isaac Chambers & Natsuki Nakamura

Spaciest:
Charlie Wan & Elaine Gu

Happiest:
Carl Pearson & Caroline Brown

Funniest:
Adam Tiouririne & Hannah Leskosky

Most Likely to be a Superhero:
Deren Kudeki & Elaine Gu
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BABY PHOTOS

From diapers to gowns, the Class of
2009 has been through a lot of changes
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COUNTING DOIN THE DAYS

Activities made sure Uni~s student body
kept busy as the year came to an end

The whole school was in consensus that the end of the year didn ' t come oon enough.
Nevertheless, there were many events that helped the school ease through the semester
ending crunch.
For the fourth year in a row, the freshman class took a two day, one night trip to the
4-H Memorial Camp at Allerton Park in Monticello. Organized by health teacher Andi
Phillips and guidance counselors Sarah Dewhurst and Rachel Green, the class enjoyed a variety of activities such
as rock-climbing, leadership, and academic activities. No
matter how late they stayed up or exhausted themselves
while embracing the outdoors, the freshman class returned
April 17th a closer class but desperately needing a nap.
The end of April meant it was time for the traditional X-Week
activities sponsored by Student Council. The student governing
body planned many events to celebrate throughout the week in
an effort to raise money to benefit the Don Moyer's Boys and BlAZING T AilS Sophomore Ashley
Huddson prepares herself for her first
Girls Club. Highlights of the week included a massive bake jump during the GCMS Girls Falcon
sale lasting two days, a saltine crackers eating contest, and the Invitational.
senior auction. The typical weekending, Big Show, was moved - - - - - - - - -two weeks after X-Week ended due to scheduling conflicts. Nevertheless, without Big Show's
profits, the school was able to raise over $1 ,500.
As a follow-up to the February presentation by the architectural firm Wight & Company
to students and faculty , the April PFO meeting featured the special guests to speak with
parents. The firm presented two designs for a renovated Uni. Students and faculty alike
were intrigued by what the school may look like, but skeptical if it would ever happen.
Walking into Union May 22nd, students needed to work through furniture barriers to
gain access to the doors thanks to one portion of the annual senior prank. The Class of 2009
put misplaced lettuce around the school, carried rolling backpacks for the day mocking
the trend, and greased door handles causing chaos all day.
And finally , as school dismissed, two school events were combined into one morning.
Yearbook distribution took place at the school due to the state requirement for school days.
Attendance was taken as students claimed their book and swapped autographs outside the
west entrance. In the school at the same time, PFO members conducted a used book sale
helping families resell their used books from the school year. Students had to go through
a specific process to make sure the whole sale went through smoothly.
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'West Side Storv as definReiV the best pan otlhe end of the v ar bee u eof all oldie tun 1ha
·Charlie Ne•an

REWARDING DONATIONS: Subbie
Katie Cox enjoys a lunch donated
from Olive Garden to the subbie
girls for their superior fund-raising
efforts in the school wide "Pasta for
Pennies" drive.

"AWARD"ING EXPERIENCE:
Junior Daniel Cheng receives
his certificate for winning the
regional competition in ExploraVision.

SASSY SmE: Sophomore
Mike Zhivov flaunts some
new footwear during a particularly fun math class.

FOOD FOR THOUGHT: Unique sells baked goods to raise
money for the writing contest they held this year.

" othing was bener than tinaiiV finishing the long school vearr' ·Joev Smith
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GIRLS IV
SOCCER

The JV soccer team shared players with the varsity
team during the season, allowing them to win games
against formidable competition. The JV team started
out the season strong, defeating St. Thomas More and
Champaign Central, but fell into a slump as the majority
of the games resulted in a tie. However, many of the
players stepped up as sophomores Revathi Maturi and
Cristina Gratton, and freshman Abigail Radnitzer were
the top scorers. The season finished with a record of 4-46 and provided experience for future key players.

TENNIS CLUB

Altho~gh Uni doesn't have a tennis team, a group of
dedicated students still took time to attend tennis practice after school at King Park under the instruction of
teacher/coach David Bergandine. Despite not regularly
competing in matches against other schools, the club
managed to set up a scrimmage against a group of Urbana's Junior Varsity boys. Uni won the match 6-4 at Blair
Park on May 14 with singles wins from Greg Atherton,
Allan Luo, Richard Wang, and Robbie McMillen, and
also two doubles victories from Luo/McMillen, and
Wang/Yoder.
Luo and Wang competed in the IHSA sectionals,
advancing to the third round when they defeated the
Decatur MacArthur doubles team 6-3, 6-4. This was the
first doubles IHSA win for Uni's club team.
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GIRLS VARSin

SOCCER

Entering the season, the Illineks knew they were returning many of their top players, including the top two
scorers from the previous year in Michelle Wong and
Erika Belmont. But no good team can rely solely on their
offense, so Head Coach Phil Anders knew for ultimate
success, his defense led by Annie Machesky must step
up. With new goalkeepers in Rachel Skoza, Jamie Blue
and Eunjung Kim, teamwork was a key.
U ni opened the season with two routs of St. Thomas More and one win over Judah Christian. During this
stretch of victories, the lllineks also faced two Class 2A
squads in Champaign Central and Centennial. While
both contests resulted in shutout losses, Uni learned it
could play with the larger schools.
When the next local 2A school took the field against
the Illineks, the Urbana Tigers were in for a fight. Goals
by junior Elizabeth Russell and senior Joy Shapley cemented a 2-1 Uni victory.
Their confidence was high coming into Regionals as
the number one seed and opened up with an easy victory
over Decatur St. Teresa. Their true test came against the
second seeded, Monticello. A goal slipped by the Illinek
goalkeeper in the last nine seconds of the game, ending
the season.
Wong reminisced, "We bonded a lot this season because we were a whole new team, but nevertheless, we're
excited for next season because we're only losing three
seniors, and after bonding this season, we're ready for
next year."

1: W NDER WONG: Junior Michelle Wong avoids her opponent as she
skillfully dribbles the ball.
2: QUEEN EliZABOH: Junior Elizabeth Allen makes a move on the
defender.
3: BAlliN BEl ONT: Junior Erika Belmont is a force to be reckoned on
the field as she was one of the key players on this year's team.
4:BEST OF THE REST: Junior Sian Best saves the ball from going out of
bounds.
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BOYS TRACK

With the return of powerhouse leaders in seniors Malcolm Taylor and Isaac Chambers, coach Doug Mynatt
knew that with a few other contributors, the 2009 version
of the Uni Track team could be special.
During indoor season in February and March, Taylor
started strong setting a meet record in the 400m at the
Charleston Indoor Invitational and anchored the 4x400m
relay to a fourth place finish. At the official indoor state
meet, Taylor and the 4x400m relay (consisting of Taylor,
Chambers, Kareem Sayegh and Eric Fritzsche) took first in
both events.
Hoping the success would spill over to the outdoor
season, the sprinters and distance runners ran full steam
ahead. Sophomore Albert Anastasio began to make a name
for himself in the 3,200-meter run with several top finishes.
Taylor continued his winning streak despite being sidelined with quad and hamstring injuries near the end of the
season. Chambers continued his improvement in the 400
securing U ni as the top school in Class A in the event.
The News-Gazette Honor Roll Meet took place just days
before sectionals, and adversity hit the Illineks. Favored to
repeat as champion in the 400, Taylor sat out due to injury.
Sophomore Albert Anastasio took over for Taylor and represented Uni well in winning the 3,200.
At Sectionals, the team qualified three for the State Finals. Taylor recovered to blow away the competition winning the sectional meet in the 400m dash, while Chambers
beat the automatic qualifying time by .01 seconds. Anastasio ran a blazing time to also qualify in the 3200m run.
At State, Taylor finished third overall in the 400m and
Anastasio finished 23rd out of 39 in the 3200m run.

1:FIGHTING FOB THE lfAD: Senior Isaac Chambers pushes ahead of
the St. Joseph competition. Chambers was a leader on the team, making it to State in the 400 m.
2: ClEARING THE liMITS: Senior Cheng Luo vaults forward in the long
jump. Luo and fellow senior Kareem Sayegh led the sprinter squad.
3: BfATING THE COMPETITION: Senior Malcolm Taylor bests the other
team as the anchor for the 4x800m team. Taylor eventually returned to
State as he did in previous years.
4:GOING THE DISTANCE: Sophomore Albert Anastasio runs the longest
distance in track of 3200m. Anastasio was a key standout who will be a
force to be reckoned with next year.
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GIRLS TRACK
With a small team this year, the 2009 girls track team
would have to make up for their lack of depth with hard
work, hoping to eventually send some runners to State.
Led by senior Lizzy Warner and junior Tuli Bera,
the sprinter dominated squad saw some success come their
way during the indoor season at the Charelston Indoor
Invitational. The team had a strong showing by placing
fourteenth out of thirty five schools. Bera and Warner both
qualified for the Illinois Prep Top Times meet, deemed the
unofficial indoor state meet, however neither were able to
run.
When outdoor season came around, the team hoped
to show that having a small team didn' t mean that they
weren' t going to be competitive. In her first year as a 300m
hurdler, Warner emerged competitively, placing in the Top
Ten nearly every meet. The season Bera was hoping for
quickly faded away as she suffered injuries to her quad. As
a result, she only ran four outdoor meets, but nevertheless,
she still was able to establish herself as a potential threat,
winning the lOOm at the St. Joseph Lady Spartan' s Classic
and placing in the top five in the others. Sophomore Ashley
Huddson and the 4x200m relay made significant contributions to the team, making up the points lost by Bera' s
absence.
Although Warner placed fifth in the 300m hurdles,
and Bera persevered through a hamstring injury suffered
during the preliminaries of the 1OOm, no one was able to
qualify for State.

1:KICKING IT IN: Junior Rachel Harmon sprints through the 1OOm
dash. She was an accomplished sprinter throughout the season.
2:PASSING IT ON: Junior Katherine Allen hands off to Ashley Huddson. The two were key members of the 4x200m relay.
3:SOARING: Huddson also competed in the high jump this year. She
was an excellent athlete who excelled in every event she tried.
4:liNDA "LY-EOS" THE PAC : Senior Linda Ly blazes up the track.
She was a veteran leader of the sprint squad.
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MUSICAl USTORY''
West Side Story entertained crowds
with the classic story and music
Every other year, Uni pulls out all the stops in theater for the spring
musical. This season's selection was none other than the classic West
Side Story, a retold and revamped version of Shakespeare's classic tale
Romeo and Juliet.
The story takes place in the mid 50's New York, and tensions are
running high among rivaling teenage gangs: Jets vs. Sharks, Americans
vs. Puerto Ricans. As more Puerto Ricans immigrated to America to
escape the conditions they were living in, Americans were increasingly
agitated with their arrival. In the midst of this, though, two star-crossed
lovers from opposing sides meet and fall in love with each other: Tony,
a Jet, and Maria, a Shark. They know that they cannot be together
without consequences, and the results are deadly. Two gang members
are killed when things turn sour in what was supposed to be only a fist
fight.
The show was well received, and the entire cast had a good time
participating in it. Senior Sheri Grill, the actress who played Maria,
said, "I had a great experience in West Side story, the best in my
musical career. I loved everyone who I got to work with. I encourage
everyone, whether you sing or dance or act or not to get involved in
theater, simply because it' s so much fun! When I got the lead, Maria,
I was shocked and excited. It' s been one of the best things I've done,
and I loved every minute of it." One person, however ended up having
some really bad luck after the second show opened. Teddy Zamora,
the senior who played Maria' s brother Bernardo, wound up breaking
his wrist in two places after a fall during the first scene of the second
night. This impacted his dance performance for the rest of the shows,
but he stuck it out until he could get his arm into a cast.
Even with the Zamora' s injury, the show was deemed successful in
everyones opinion, and was fun for everyone involved.

1. PUERTO RICO, YOU lOVElY ISlANDI: Senior Sarah Lake-Rayburn as Anita poses
after the dance sequence featured in the song "America ," which mocks her friend's
desire to go back to Puerto Rico.
2. THE SHARKS BITE HARD: Senior Teddy Zamora leads his gang, the Sharks, as
Bernardo during the climactic song , "Tonight." After the song came the fateful fight.
3. SINGING THEIR HEARTS OUT: Seniors Daniel Borup and Sheri Grill as Tony and Maria
clasp hands in their mock marriage while singing "One Hand, One Heart."
4. WHEN YOU'RE AJO_: Junior Zack Goldberg as Riff rallies his fellow Jets for the anticipated rumble. Riff was Tony's best friend, and the reason Tony participated in the fight.
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BIG SHOW
Uni's traditional end of the year skits
did not disappoint
They giggled at Kim-jong ll and the Clintons, cackled at the evil
mastermind Sue Kovacs, and LOL' d at a life-sized Facebook. The
audience at this year' s Big Show could barely catch a breath.
Seniors Hannah Lesko sky and Adam "Voice" Tiouririne directed the 2009 edition of Uni' s annual sketch comedy production. Big
Show was supervised by faculty adviser Chris Butler. Five of the cast
members returned from last year' s show, joined by about a dozen new
faces.
Those hoping for a serene night at the theater were bound for
disappointment. With the north attic filled to the brim, raucous laughs
followed every gag. On the show's opening night, laughter wasn' t the
only thing thundering- a storm rumbled over the building, prompting
a few improvised jokes from the cast members.
The thunder set the tone for a three-part video series starring Sue
Kovacs in a parody of the horror film Saw. Other recorded skits, interspersed throughout the show, included a slow-motion commercial
for Axe deodorant and a music video for "Prox Dance", set to the
tune of "Swing" by rapper Savage.
The videos were later posted to YouTube, but for the production' s
25 live sketches, you had to be there. Nothing was off-limits in the
wide-ranging series of skits, each written by members of the cast. The
show lampooned everything from the iPhone to college visits, and
even swine flu.
Big Show, the headline event of X-Week, raised $3,460 for the
Don Moyer Boys and Girls Club. So even after the comedy ended,
there was one more thing to smile about.

1. HEY, THAt'S-liNDA AWKWARD: Senior Ben Daniels dresses as the one and only
awkward turtle. In the sketch, audiences got to see where the phrase "awkward turtle"
had it's origins.
2. 1MUST HAVE THE PRECIOUS!: Junior Ethan Schiller acts as Gollum and Smeagol
in the "Lord of the Rings Condensed" skit. The piece was modeled after last year's
successful "Harry Potter Condensed" sketch.
3. FOREIGN REUTIONS: Seniors Alan Liang and Karen Han act as Kim Jong-il and
his interpreter. The scene took place in the Clinton home, with Hillary and Bill serving
tea and Mr. Kim growing increasingly impatient.
4. ABSOLUTE HOGWASH: Seniors Adam Tiouririne and junior Anna Gaoler are appalled at each other during a skit about swine flu , with Tiouririne and Gaoler dressed
as pigs.
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GREECE TRIP

A trip away opens eyes to ancient times and a new culture
Due to outside circumstances, history teacher Chris
Butler' s trip to Greece was the only foreign travel available
to students this summer. Perhaps as a result, Butler saw one
of the highest interest levels in the trip since he began organizing his trips to the Mediterranean for students. There
were a total of 32 students, subbies through seniors, along
' with Butler, his wife Jill, history teacher Janet Morford, and
Japanese teacher Hiroko Ito, who was unable to hold her
own trip to Japan because of the HlNl virus, along on the
trip. On June 6, the group set off for their foreign experience, planned by EF Tours.
Students received a cultural experience of a lifetime,
visiting famous landmarks around Greece, such as the Pantheon, Oracle of Delphi, Ephesus in Turkey, and even the
original Olympic site where a group of students competed
in a mock race. The culmination of the trip came on the last
three days when the group enjoyed a cruise with other tour
groups around the islands of Greece. Students were able
to explore the picturesque island of Mykonos, and many
students opted to take the traditional donkey ride up the
hundreds of stairs that lead to the main part of town on the
island of Santorini. When the students returned on June 19,
exhausted from their long days of travel, they still found
the energy to detail their unique and enriching experiences
from their time overseas.

GRRRRRRBI: Ms. Morford, Sensei Ito, Sindha Agha, Maritza Mestre, and Mike Zhivov show us their guns as they take a break from
the hike up to the stadium in Delphi.
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CUlTURE: A group of subfreshman get ready to enjoy a traditional greek
meal. Lunch breaks divided up the busy days of travelling through various sites around
Greece.

SENIOR SUPPER

Seniors celebrated their years
at Uni with a Biaggi dinner

This year' s Senior Supper put a twist on a Uni tradition. Instead of catered fare at Uni Gym, the Class of
2009 was treated to dinner at Italian restaurant Biaggi' s.
With touching toasts and loving laughs, the spirit of
the Senior Supper easily survived the change of venue.
First, the class officers each rose to give thanks to their
teachers, wish good luck to their classmates, and reminisce about their time at Uni. Then, the faculty in attendance offered their own thoughts on the departing Class
of 2009. Finally, a few other members of the class shared
their own parting words.
The move to Biaggi' s meant that the Class of 2009
would have to wait before they made their traditional,
five-fingered mark on Uni High. Handprints were rescheduled to May 29, the final day of the school year.
Seniors crowded the lounge and hallways and searched
for the perfect place to post their final and permanent
goodbye.

lAST MO ENTS:

FOREVER: A table of seniors prepare to enjoy a dinner while reminiscing about
the past, and thinking about the future.

Carl Pearson and
Lauren
Piester
stop to take a
picture while they
both cherish the
last moments together as a class.
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ANIGHT IN VEGAS

The students spent a dazzling evening
filled with excitement at Prom
The culmination of school dances this year occurred on
May 9th, 2009 as Prom was hosted at the Champaign Country
Club. "A Night in Vegas" was chosen as the theme, with casino
decorations, including card shaped
balloons, poker chips, and red,
black and white colors surrounding
tlie entrance. Attendees spent
their evening dancing, eating the
various pastries and fruit available
or stopping for a drink from the
coffee bar. Sophomore Albert
Anastasio served as the dealer at
the casino. table in the lobby as ANOTHER NIGHT ON T ET WN: Teddy
peopl~ enJoyed ~ames of Te~as Zamora- Mills and Brittany Scheid
Hold Em. The mght ended Wlth pause for a picture as they get ready
people grabbing their personalized for a night in Vegas.
deck of cards, the prom keepsake.
This year' s prom court was chosen in a different way than
in years past as there was a preliminary voting took place in
English classes a few days earlier. After narrowing who was
going to be on the ballot, Adam Tiouririne was voted Prom King,
with N atsuki Nakamura voted as Prom Queen. Tuli Bera was
named Prom Princess, while there was a three-way tie for Prom
Prince between Langston Allston-Yeagle, Zack Goldberg, and
Nathan Smith.
The official post prom was held at CRCE on campus from
midnight until 6AM. The all-night event featured a recreational
pool with a hot tub, an indoor soccer game until getting rudely
kicked off the field, and a movie played in the background of the
lobby. After expending any energy left in their bodies, some people
drove over to Erika Belmont' s house to the post prom breakfast.
Overall, the day was long and tiring, but after having to run
the mandatory 5K in the morning, prom was a time to have fun
at the last dance of the year, and for seniors, their last dance of
high school.
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All SMILES: Prom Prince
Zack Goldberg and his
date Anna Gaoler smile
widely while show of their
matching attire.

PROM FASHION: Sheri
Grill and Michelle Wong
are bright and colorful in
their prom dresses.

Prom King Adam
Tiouririne bows down to the adoring
crowd in thanks while Langston
Allston-Yeagle looks on.

E

DE WAY FOR ROYAlTY: Senior Natsuki Nakamura is overjoyed to
be named as Prom Queen.
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GRADUATION

The Class of 2009 graduates
celebrate their final good-byes

After another fun year, it was time for the Class of 2009 to
depart U ni and start another chapter of their lives. The ceremony
was held in the Tryon Festival Theatre at Krannert in the evening
to ensure members of the boys track team could attend after their
state track meet. As the clock read 7PM, the fifty-seven seniors
walked down in step with R. Kelly's "World' s Greatest" and
sat down to listen to fellow senior Hannah Leskosky ' s student
welcome.
Following her speech, Dr.
Allen Yiyen Tien from the Class
of 1971 was given the Max Beberman Distinguished Alumni
Award to commemorate his
work. History teacher Bill Sutton then gave the commencement address, speaking of the
accomplishments of each senior
while weaving in the dry humor UNIQUE TOPPING: Greg Atherton
students know so well.
shows his love for chess through
After reminiscing, it was time the trad!tional graduation cap
for each senior to walk across thed_e_c_o_ra_tm_g_._ _ _ _ _ __
stage to receive their diploma. In his last official public appearance, interim Director/Principal Dr. Steve Epperson greeted each
senior with a diploma and a handshake. Through the flashes
and final words, each student exited the stage as an official U ni
High graduate.
Biology teacher David Stone delivered the benediction and
then the "Voice", Adam Tiouririne, gave a heartfelt student
farewell. As the ceremony came to an end, the recent graduates stood up and exited the theater to the music of "Ain't No
Mountain High Enough" . Outside, laughter and smiles could be
heard and seen as family and friends celebrated the momentous
occasion.

'1 was real exch dfor starti gan pan of
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FINAL GOODBYES: Lor Sligar and history teacher Bill Sutton take a break
backstage before the ceremony begins. Sutton was voted by the class to
give the commencement address.

liouririne spoke to his
class as the student farewell speaker, about "normality'' and the uniqueness ofUni.
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SCHOOl AWARDS

Much-deserved awards recognize student achievements

S

Senior Kareem
Sayegh recites the poem he
performed for judges at the
national Poetry Out Loud
contest. Sayegh placed
third overall.

The school awards assembly was held in Uni Gym for the
first time, hoping to save time and money by keeping everyone close to school. Students, parents and faculty filed into the
gymnasium in anticipation of who would win the year ending
awards.
Senior Lizzy Warner started the ceremony off, receiving
three scholarships from outside organizations for her commendable volunteer work. Other departmental awards included the Philip Anderson Outstanding Science Student Award
presented to senior Richard Wang, the James Tobin Award
in social sciences for senior Andrew Lovdahl, and the Emma
Koenker Award for senior Vaishnavi Giridaran from the foreign language department. Awards for school-wide competitions were given out as senior Joy Shapley and junior Vivian Robison received the Wylde Q. Chicken Award for their
inventiveness inside the classroom while sophomore Buck
Walsh, junior Danny Ge, and senior Elaine Gu all received
Iris Chang & Peter Kolodziej Writing Awards. Other high distinctions included the June Mank Award for senior Natsuki
Nakamura' s selfless volunteering, the Matt Wilhelm Memorial "Service with a Smile" A ward for senior Adam Tiouririne,
the Director' s Award selected by Dr. Epperson to senior Daniel Borup, and last but not least, the faculty-chosen Student of
the Year award for senior Isaac Chambers.

EQUATION FOR fXCElLENCE: Math Department Executive Teach- r.-1!1""\'!!!'f!lll•
er Mr. Russell presents
freshman Kathy Qiu an
award for her outstanding math accomplishments.

HELPING HAND: Senior Natsuki Nakamura accepts the June Mank award
given to a student who volunteers her time to better Uni.

